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Interoperability issues pose a barrier to sharing and exchanging information among 
digital libraries and repositories. This is due to the use of diverse metadata standards, and 
their different degrees of generality or specificity. This causes loss of information at all 
metadata model levels (e.g., schema, schema definition language, record, and repository). 
As a possible solution, the roles for a Common Terminology (CT) based on the DCMI 
abstract model are proposed. Common Terminology (CT) is to improve interoperability 
by allowing communities to use their own standards while providing uniformity to 
searching. Taking commonly used standards (MARC, MODS, DC, and QDC) as bases, 
CT has developed as a bridge across different generality and specificity levels. The 
developed CT is a set of 12 Common Terms (properties) and 58 qualifiers (sub-properties) 
with CTScheme. CT is represented as XML schema, RDF schema, and SKOS concepts. 
The performance of CT in achieving and improving metadata interoperability is 
presented through empirical evaluations. The experiments for CT are conducted with 
Harvard (MARC), MIT (QDC), and UIUC (MARCXML) metadata records through 
cooperation of three universities in the USA. CT minimizes considerably loss of 
information reducing the gaps among them. CT increases significantly accuracy in 
mappings showing high lexical and semantic match rates. The planned prototype will 
provide a portal for Harvard, MIT and UIUC libraries with the built Linked Open Data 
and CT union catalog, connecting their several million online accessible records on the 
Web. CT will give an assured solution to improve interoperability for university libraries 
and further for libraries and organizations to cooperate in sharing information reducing 
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Interoperability issues have been an obstacle in sharing and exchanging information 
among digital libraries and repositories. Standardization on a common communications 
format (Svenonius, 1983, p. 2), or a common command language or vocabulary 
(Lancaster & Smith, 1983, p. 21) has been looked to for a long term solution to these 
problems. But it has not been practically developed, because in standardization there is 
always a tension between uniformity of practice and flexibility for the local needs of 
adopting communities. It causes using diverse metadata standards according to each 
community’s needs. It points that there is no standard way to handle all needs of 
communities to date. Different degrees of generality or specificity of diverse metadata 
schemas that communities use make it hard to achieve interoperability. In metadata, for 
example, a very general language like Dublin Core can be applied across many different 
applications and resource genres, but lacks detail and precision. In contrast, the MARC 
21 format for Bibliographic Data (MARC) supports very detailed descriptions of books 
and monographs and has been used historically for a long time. But, we face on 
limitations to apply it beyond its application to library collections such as building 
Linked Open Data (LOD). This paper presents a study of metadata interoperability with a 
Common Terminology (CT) presented as a vehicle for exploring these issues. In the 
paper, a Common Terminology (CT) is a common vocabulary and common 
communication format to give uniformity to various metadata schemas. CT is more 
detailed than Dublin Core, but more general than any of the MARC 21 formats. The 
abstract model of CT is developed based on the DCMI abstract model. Roles of a 
Common Terminology (CT) are discussed. CT is developed based on commonly used 
MARC, MODS, DC, and QDC vocabularies. CT is a set of 12 Common Terms 
(properties) and 58 qualifiers (sub-properties) with CTScheme that is a controlled set of 
values that are specific to CT. The performance of CT in achieving and improving 
metadata interoperability is presented through empirical evaluations. The experiments are 
conducted using Harvard (MARC), MIT (QDC), and UIUC (MARCXML) metadata 
records obtained through the cooperation of three universities in the USA. CT shows 
significantly high transfer rating minimizing considerably loss of information and the gab 
of different degrees. The Common Terminology offers a certain way to improve 
interoperability allowing communities to use their choice of metadata standards but 
providing uniformity to search engines. CT also gives a solution to achieve 
interoperability among university libraries (e.g., Harvard, MIT, and UIUC), or among 
Well-Designed Digital Libraries (WDDLs) all around the world. WDDLs are selected by 
evaluations with respect to their collection quality, usability, and performance (Jin). 
WDDLs will consist of the International Open Public Digital Library (IOPDL), which is 
an open public digital library that makes collections all over the world freely accessible to 
the public by cooperation with WDDLs (Jin).  
1.1. Interoperability and Problems  
Interoperability is defined, according to NISO, as “the ability of multiple systems with 
different hardware and software platforms, data structures, and interfaces to exchange 
data with minimal loss of content and functionality” (NISO, 2004). ISO/IEC 20944-1 
defines metadata interoperability as “interoperability concerning the creation, meaning, 
computation, use, transfer, and exchange of descriptive data” (ISO, 2011). Metadata is 
“key to ensuring that resources will survive and continue to be accessible into the future” 
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(NISO, 2004). Metadata is used to describe and discover resources, and to make available 
and share resources on the Internet (Nagamori & Sugimoto, 2006). Metadata standards 
like Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC), Metadata Object Description Schema 
(MODS), Dublin Core (DC), etc. (LC) have been developed to support a variety of 
community needs (e.g., digital libraries, museums, etc.). But, to discover and share 
resources across communities on the Internet, achieving interoperability is essential. 
Haslhofer and Klas state that metadata interoperability is necessary to access objects 
uniformly in many diverse information systems (Haslhofer & Klas, 2010).  
 
Nevertheless, interoperability has not completely built and problems have posed a barrier 
to sharing and exchanging information among digital libraries and repositories. There are 
several main reasons that hinder achieving metadata interoperability. First, diverse 
metadata standards have been used according to each community’s needs. That is, there 
is no single standard to handle all needs of various communities. Second, different 
degrees of generality or specificity in metadata standards make achieving metadata 
interoperability even more difficult. For example, MARC and MODS describe objects in 
detail with many tags or element names, but Dublin Core (DC) describes them generally 
with only 15 element names. Much information is therefore lost when we map from 
MARC to DC. Historically, standardization on a single vocabulary, a uniform standard 
approach, has been proposed as a solution to these problems. Chan and Zeng mention that 
this approach can maximize interoperability among resource collections (Chan & Zeng, 
2006). But that has never been realized in the library community, because resources are 
already described by various standards in different environments (Chan & Zeng, 2006). 
Some other techniques have developed to achieve metadata interoperability at a single 
metadata model level, as discussed below.  
1.2. Metadata Interoperability Techniques at Different Metadata 
Model Levels  
Metadata interoperability has been implemented with diverse techniques at different 
metadata model levels.  
 
Chan and Zeng summarize techniques at three levels: Schema, Record, and Repository 
level (Chan & Zeng, 2006). The schema level focuses on individual metadata elements 
and their correspondences across vocabularies. Techniques to achieve interoperability at 
this level are crosswalks, derivation, metadata registry, application profiles, etc. (Chan & 
Zeng, 2006). Record level integration includes mapping metadata elements between 
vocabularies based on their semantic meaning, and the techniques for this level are Data 
Reuse and Integration, Conversion of metadata records, etc. (Chan & Zeng, 2006). The 
repository level focuses on mapping value strings related to specific elements with 
harvested records, the techniques are Metadata Repository (MR), Aggregation, Element-
based and value-based Crosswalking Services, etc. (Chan & Zeng, 2006). Through the 
methods at repository level, cross-collection searching is possible (Zeng & Chan, 2006).  
 
Haslhofer and Klas (2010) categorized interoperability techniques at four metadata model 
levels: M0 (metadata instances level), M1 (metadata schemas level), M2 (schema 
definition languages level) and M3 (universal modeling languages level) (Haslhofer & 
Klas, 2010, p. 11). They are based on the Meta Object Facility specification (Object 
Management Group). The metadata interoperability technique at level M0 is an instance 
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transformation using value encoding schemas, controlled vocabularies and authority 
records. M1 level techniques are crosswalks and schema mapping with standardized 
metadata schemas (e.g., DC, MARC, MODS), global conceptual models (e.g., FRBR), 
and metadata frameworks (e.g., METS). M2 techniques are mapping with standardized 
languages (e.g., OWL, UML, XML schema) (Haslhofer & Klas, 2010, p. 19). 
 
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative presents quite a different view of interoperability 
levels, specific to Dublin Core Metadata (DCMI, 2009). This “ladder of interoperability,” 
as they describe it, focuses on semantic and syntactic interoperability for users of Dublin 
Core and related specifications.  
“Level 1: shared term definitions (e.g., IEEE LOM that reuses the DC term 
definition and that offers a mapping to Simple DC);  
Level 2: formal semantic interoperability based on using RDF semantics; 
Level 3: description set syntactic interoperability, providing validation and 
exchange of metadata records created using syntax guidelines from DCMI; 
Level 4: description set profile interoperability (e.g., Scholarly Works Application 
Profile (SWAP) in order to provide a method for describing eprints)” (DCMI, 
2009). 
The Suggested Metadata Model Levels 
The discussed three layered models offer different, but closely related views. For 
purposes of discussion in the paper, the following levels are proposed as a synthesis.  
• The Metadata Schema level, with a focus on diverse schemas, lexical and 
semantic interoperability via crosswalks. 
• The Metadata Schema definition language level, with a focus on semantic 
interoperability, and implementing schemas in languages such as XML or RDFs. 
• The Record level, with a focus on integrating records, mapping of the elements 
with conversions, and lexical, semantic and syntactic interoperability. 
• The Repository level, with a focus on harvesting records, mapping value strings 
related to specific elements, and lexical and semantic interoperability. 
1.3. Problems of Existing Methods  
Many techniques have been developed to achieve metadata interoperability at different 
metadata model levels. However, there is as yet no common way to achieve 
interoperability at all metadata levels, for minimizing loss of information rates. Also, 
there is no general way for organizations working together to achieve interoperability 
across their applications. Efforts to realize interoperability at these levels include the 
National Science Digital Library Metadata Repository and OCLC projects to establish 
crosswalking services (Zeng & Chan, 2006). But, those approaches do not generalize, 
despite their individual successes. Lastly, differences in level of detail among schemas 
present problems for interoperability. For example, MARC and MODS descriptions are 
detailed enough to preserve much information, while DC is very general to describe. A 
detailed MARC description cannot be converted into DC without loss of information. 
The loss occurs not only in describing metadata but also in mapping or transforming 
records between standards with different degrees of generality and specificity. All these 
problems complicate interoperability. How can we achieve interoperability at multiple 
levels engaging many communities to cooperate, and minimize loss of information while 
building a bridge between different degrees of generality and specificity? 
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2. The Abstract Model and Roles of Common Terminology (CT) 
As a possible solution for a long-term problem in achieving metadata interoperability at 
multiple levels, a uniform standard approach is reconsidered in a different point of view. 
Historical arguments of Svenonius, constructing a common communication format 
(Svenonius, 1983, p. 2), and Lancaster & Smith’s common vocabulary (Lancaster & 
Smith, 1983, p. 21) motivate to research a common terminology. What kinds of problems 
a common terminology should solve? What level of approach (e.g., lexical, semantic, 
metadata model levels) does it require? Which roles it should play? As I described, a 
Common Terminology should solve interoperability problems at multiple levels engaging 
many communities. It should provide uniformity between different degrees of generality 
and specificity, while allowing communities to use their own standards. It should be a set 
of common terms, a common vocabulary and common communication format of them. It 
should play a bridge role among different degrees minimizing loss of information at 
multiple levels. Thus, the Common Terminology (CT) is suggested to give uniformity as 
a bridge to various degrees’ metadata standards.  
2.1. The Definition and Goals of CT 
The suggested Common Terminology is a bridge across different generality and 
specificity levels in vocabularies of schemas. CT presented here is defined as a set of 
Common Terms. Common Terms can be element names in different metadata schemas, 
or terms common to thesaurus and controlled vocabularies for subject cataloging. 
However, the Common Terminology presented here is not for subject vocabularies or 
thesaurus terms. This CT is limited to element names in widely used metadata schemas 
such as MARC, MODS, DC and QDC. But, it can be expanded to be a common bridge of 
many metadata schemas later. 
 
The goal of the Common Terminology is to encompass diversity of metadata formats 
fulfilling needs of many communities and allowing them to use their own standards. It 
aims to provide uniformity to searching, achieving interoperability at multiple levels. It is 
also to address existing problems with loss of information due to different degrees of 
generality or specificity. Lastly, it is to engage many organizations in sharing their 
resources with facility such as libraries, repositories, and government agencies. 
2.2. An Abstract Model of CT 
An abstract model of CT is developed based on DCMI abstract model that defines “the 
nature of the components used and describes how those components are combined to 
create information structures” (DCMI, 2013). The abstract model of CT is diagrammed in 
Figure 1. The green boxes and blue arrows represent CT abstract model added to the 
DCMI abstract model. The definitions for terms in this extended abstract model are as 
follows: 
• A Common Terminology is a set of Common Terms (including qualifiers).  
• A Common Term is a property (element) or class.  
• A property (sub-property) can be one kind of common element (field) or attribute 
(subfield) in two or more metadata schemas.  
• A class is “a group containing members that have attributes, [behaviors], 
relationships or semantics in common or a kind of category” (DCMI, 2013).  
• A CTScheme is a controlled set of values that are specific to Common 
Terminology, including authorities, Syntax Encoding Scheme of DCMI and 
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Vocabulary Encoding Scheme. CTScheme includes CTTypeGenre, CTFormat, 
CTRelator, CTLanguage, CTDescription, CTIdentifier, and CTSubject. 
 
 
Figure 1. The CT Abstract Model based on DCMI abstract model (DCMI, 2013). 
2.3. The Roles of CT 
CT will play significant roles, if it achieves the descrived goals with the abstract model. 
First, the most important role is CT enables encompassing various metadata schemas, 
providing uniformity for searching. It allows communities to use their own standards to 
describe and preserve metadata according to their needs. Second, it gives a certain 
common standard way to achieve interoperability at multiple metadata levels (schema, 
schema language, record, and repository levels). It ultimately gives a common way for 
many libraries and organizations to share resources readily. Third, it plays an important 
role to maintain balance between different degrees of generality or specificity of existing 
metadata schemas. It minimizes loss of information in transferring or mapping data 
between them. Fourth, the key role of CT is to provide uniformity for an integrated 
search engine(s) with CT union catalog and CT Linked Open Data. CT union catalog is a 
kind of metadata repository using CT, which stores the converted CT from metadata 
extracted from other sources as a relational database. The converted CT is CT records 
that are converted from multiple sources employing different metadata formats. Through 
the union catalog, the search engine can efficiently retrieve related items from libraries, 
museums, well-designed digital libraries, and the IOPDL database. CT union catalog 
informs users where they can access the retrieved results. Through the service, users may 
experience improved performance of search engines in response time, reliability, and 
relevance of query results. Fifth, Linked Open Data that will be built with CT connects 
concisely massive data of many communities on the Web with uniformity. Finally, it 






































3. The Developed Common Terminology (CT) as a Case Study 
To achieve the goal of CT, as a case study, the Common Terminology of widely used 
MARC, MODS, DC and QDC metadata formats has been developed since May 2012. 
The Common Terminology is a set of Common Terms of MARC & MODS and DC & 
QDC. The Common Terminology is developed based on crosswalks of Library of 
Congress (e.g., MARC to MODS, MARC to DC, MODS 3.4 to MARC, MODS 3.4 to 
DC, DC to MODS, and DC to MARC) (LC, Conversions). Actual metadata records of 
Harvard (MARC, 12 million records), UIUC (MARCXML, 10 million), and MIT (QDC, 
20 thousand) were used in developing CT. The metadata records are used to investigate 
MARC tags usage and QDC elements usage with the specially designed Python programs. 
MARC tags usage of WorldCat and MARC tags usage in searchings are also referenced 
(Smith-Yoshimura, et al., 2010). 
3.1. Improving Metadata Interoperability at Schema Level 
CT has been developed to improve lexical and semantic interoperability at schema 
metadata model level. CT is a set of Common Terms of element names of MODS for 
MARC, and DC & QDC. It has 12 Common Terms (properties), and 58 qualifiers (sub-
properties) that specify and subdivide 12 Common Terms in detail. The Common Terms 
and qualifiers are selected to minimize the gap of different degree of generality or 
specificity of MARC, MODS, DC and QDC. The 12 Common Terms are contributor, 
date, description, format, identifier, language, publisher, relation, rights, subject, 
title, and typeGenre. 58 qualifiers of CT 1.1 are selected to preserve much information 
of the 1000 MARC tags and many subfields, and elements and attributes of MODS. To 
decide which information of properties (tags) we have to preserve in CT, some criteria 
are considered to select Common Terms and qualifiers in order to improve 
interoperability at the schema level. First of all, the Common Terms (properties/tags) 
should maximize lexical and semantic interoperability minimizing the gap of different 
degrees of generality or specificity. The Common Terms (properties/tags) should be used 
often and commonly in metadata description records and in search engines. They should 
be generalized in order to be commonly used with facility like Dublin Core, but should 
provide detail and precision information like MARC. The more detail processing to select 
CT and explanations for the criteria are the following. 
 
First, based on crosswalks of Library of Congress, the Common Terminology is selected, 
which achieve and maximize lexical and semantic interoperability. Also, CT that 
minimizes the gap of different degrees of generality or specificity is selected. For 
example, ‘title’ Common Term in CT maximizes lexical and semantic interoperability 
among 245 tag of MARC and ‘title’ elements of MODS, DC, and QDC. The Common 
Terms that are perfectly identical lexically and semantically among four schemas are date, 
identifier, language, publisher, subject, and title. It is a very high rate, 50%, of the 
Common Terms. Format (form of MODS and format of DC &QDC), relation 
(relatedItem of MODS and relation of DC &QDC), and typeGenre (typeOfResource of 
MODS and type of DC &QDC) are lexically closer but semantically the same. typeGenre 
is expanded to include genre as well as type information. Except contributor, the other 
Common Terms are chosen to keep the same semantic meaning. For example, the 
Common Term ‘description’ comes from ‘note’ of MARC & MODS and ‘description’ of 
DC &QDC. CT ‘rights’ comes from ‘accessCondition’ of MARC & MODS and ‘rights’ 
of DC &QDC. But, ‘name’ of MARC & MODS is specified into contributor that 
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includes all names of person, organization or event associated with the resource, and all 
roles such as creator, author, etc. 
 
Second, often used tags or elements names, over 50% usage in Harvard, WorldCat and 
UIUC metadata records, are selected as Common Terminology. To investigate tag usage 
of Harvard and UIUC metadata records, two Python programs are designed. They 
measure how many times a tag is used in Harvard 12 million or UIUC 10 million records. 
The programs and results are in Appendix A. For WorldCat, two resources are referenced:  
‘Implications of MARC Tag Usage’ paper by OCLC (Smith-Yoshimura, et al., 2010) and 
MARC tag usage of WorldCat in http://experimental.worldcat.org/marcusage/001.html. 
As a result, the most often used tags, over 50%, are leader, 001, 005, 008, 035, 040, 100, 
245, 260, 300, 500, and 650. Only about 1.2% of MARC tags are used over 50% in 
Harvard, UIUC and WorldCat records. Those tags are selected as Common Terms of the 
Common Terminology. And if a tag or element usage is over 0.1%, they are considered 
as candidates of qualifiers of CT. For example, 001 tag for control number shows 100% 
usages in Harvard, UIUC and WorldCat. The tag is generalized into ‘identifier,’ but 
specified with “controlNumber” to preserve accurate information from original MARC 
records. However, ‘leader’ that shows 100% usages in Harvard and UIUC but 0% in 
WorldCat. It is one of tags that cause many discussions whether we need preserve the 
information or not, since it includes record information not objects information. Through 
the discussions, Professor Dubin and I decided it would be better to preserve record 
information for the future works. Thus, the information of leader is preserved in 
‘description’ but specified with “recordinfo” type qualifier in XML and sub-property in 
RDF.  
 
Third, often used tags or element names by all 5 search interfaces are selected as 
Common Terminology. OCLC investigated the MARC fields that are utilized by the 
search interfaces (Amicus, COPAC, Libraries Australia, Worldcat.org and WorldCat 
FirstSearch) in 2010 (Smith-Yoshimura, et al., 2010). According to the paper of Smith-
Yoshimura, the MARC fields used by all 5 search interfaces are 020, 022, 100, 110, 111, 
130, 210, 222, 240, 242, 243, 245, 246, 247, 490, 500, 501, 502, 504, 505, 506, 511, 518, 
520, 521, 533, 534, 536, 538, 545, 550, 600, 610, 611, 630, 650, 651, 653, 654, 655, 700, 
710, 711, 730, 740 and 830. Only 4.6 % of the MARC fields are utilized by all 5 search 
interfaces. The MARC fields are considered as Common Terms or qualifiers for CT. If a 
tag or element usage is utilized by 3 search interfaces, it is basically considered as a 
candidate for the Common Terms or for the qualifiers. 
 
Fourth, the selected Common Terminology is generalized with QDC elements usage of 
MIT records, and MARC & MODS from/to DC & QDC crosswalks of LC. For example, 
by the above three criteria, place was selected as one of Common Terms, because 260 tag 
shows over 95% usage in three organizations, and is used by 3 search interfaces. Place is 
defined as “Name of a place associated with the issuing, publication, release, distribution, 
manufacture, production, or origin of a resource” (MODS).  But, in MARC to DC 
crosswalk, 260$a$b is mapped into publisher. Publisher is “The name of the entity that 
published, printed, distributed, released, issued, or produced the resource” (MODS). 
Since publisher covers the place concept, place is generalized into CT:publisher, but 
place is still specialized with type attribute as the mapping: 260$a publisher 
type=”place” with authority=”iso3166” in XML, and sub-property, ”place” in RDF.  
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Fifth, the selected Common Terminology is generalized in order to have 12 Common 
Terms that are less than the 15 element names of DC. Three of the 15 element names of 
DC, coverage, creator and source, are generalized into subject (coverage), contributor 
(creator), and identifier (source). According to DCMI metadata Terms, subject is ‘The 
topic of the resource’ (DCMI). Coverage is ‘The spatial or temporal topic of the resource, 
the spatial applicability of the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is 
relevant’ (DCMI). That is, coverage is a topic for the spatial or temporal. Thus, coverage 
is generalized into CT: subject, but qualifiers, type=”spatial” and type=”temporal” of 
subject, specify semantic meaning of coverage. Creator of DC is generalized into 
CT:contributor, but specified with role=”creator” in authority=”LCMARCrelators.” CT: 
contributor has also name qualifiers to specify personal, corporate, or meeting names. 
The role qualifier (sub-property in RDF) specifies roles of contributor, such as author, 
creator, or other, which are listed in the MARC code list for relators of Library of 
Congress (LC, MARC Code List for Relators). The MARC code list for relators of LC is 
defined in the authority, LCMARCrelators, in CTScheme. Source concept ‘A related 
resource from which the described resource is derived’ (DCMI) is expanded to embrace 
the location concept, “identifies the institution or repository holding the resource, or a 
remote location in the form of a URL where it is available” (MODS). Source specifies 
CT: identifier to identify the origin where the described resource comes from, such as 
identifier source=”UIUC.” Source will play critical roles to distinguish in which 
database users can access the resource actually by searching through an integrated search 
engine of many organizations such as libraries, museums, and governments. 
 
Sixth, CTScheme is defined as a controlled set of values that are specific to Common 
Terminology. It is a unique chacrateristic of CT used as an authority that designates and 
limits values to describe resources. CTScheme includes CTTypeGenre, CTFormat, 
CTRelator, CTLanguage, CTDescription, CTIdentifier, and CTSubject. It includes 
Syntax Encoding Scheme of DCMI and Vocabulary Encoding Scheme of DCMI (DCMI). 
Each scheme in CTScheme is a set of authorities. For example, CTSubject a set of 
authorities for subject headings and classifications: authority=”lcsh,” authority="lcshac," 
"mesh,” ”csh", etc. The MARC code list for relators to designate roles for CT:contributor 
is in authority LCMARCrelators that is one of member of CTRelator in CTScheme. 
CTLanguage is a set of authorities that are standard language codes to designate 
CT:language: iso639-2, iso639-3, rfc1766, rfc3066, rfc4646, etc. Through CTScheme, 
the values of properties are defined and limited by elements or formats that are defined in 
an authority. CTScheme can be expanded, if other schemes need to be used.  
 
Seventh, besides above six criteria, common sense is used to decide Common Terms 
(properties) and qualifiers (sub-properties). There is some confliction to decide whether a 
tag (element) should be preserved or not: if a tag is used by all 5 search engines but rarely 
used in actual records, or the other way, and so on. In some cases, thus, common sense is 
used. As an example of the extreme cases, 542 tag is ‘Information Relating to Copyright 
Status.’ Since it is new from 2008, it is very rarely used in actual metadata records such 
as Harvard (1.56281036437e-05), WorldCat (0:2010, 0.10086623:2013), and UIUC (0%), 
not being used by search engines. However, it will be worthy to preserve the information 
for the future, thus, it is preserved with CT:right (property) type=”holder” (subproperty). 
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3.2. The developed 12 Common Terms and 58 qualifiers  
Table 1 shows 12 Common Terms (properties) and 58 qualifiers (sub-properties) that are 
selected to improve interoperability at schema level, with authorities that are defined in 
CTScheme of CT. The Common Terminology 1.1 has changed from 1.0 to solve the 
semantic error that points the same for 'other' sub-properties of different properties in rdfs 
graph. Thus, in 'format' and 'publisher' properties, sub-property 'other' has deleted. In 
'date' property, 'other' sub-property has changed into 'dateOther.' In 'description' 
property, 'other' has changed into 'descriptionOther.' In 'identifier' property, 'other' has 
changed into 'identifierOther.' 




























type=”abstract”  type="action" 
type=”provenance”  
type=”descriptionOther” 
4. identifier source=”Harvard”,  source=”UIUC” 
source=”MIT”, source=”OCLC”, etc. 
type=”collection”  type=”uri” 
















 type=”medium”   

























authority="lcshac"    authority="mesh" 
authority=”csh"        authority=”nal" 
authority=”rvm"       authority=”lcc” 
authority="ddc" 
type=”classification” 
authority=”sudocs”   authority=”tgn” 
authority=”candocs” authority=”nlm” 
authority=”subjectOther”authority=”udc” 
11. title type="abbreviated” type="uniform"  
type=”key”  type="translated"  






Green bars show the Common Term for the tag usage used over 50% in Harvard, WorldCat, and UIUC.  
Yellow bars show the Common Term for tags that 5 search engines use.  
Table 1. The developed 12 Common Terms and 58 qualifiers with authorities in CTScheme 
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3.3. The Developed Crosswalks 
MARC (Harvard and UIUC) to CT Crosswalk 
Table 2 shows parts of the developed crosswalk for MARC from/to CT. The full 











Common Terminology in XML 

































































contributor name=”personal”  
and role will be decided based on $e - 












contributor name=”corporate”  
role will be decided based on roleTerm 
value of MARC and MODS. 
=245  
10$aGarden-craft 
old and new /$cby 








title 245 $a$f$g$k$s 
right type=”holder” 245 $c 
title type=”subtitle” 245 $b 













publisher  type=”place”  260 $a 
publisher 260 $b 
date type=”issued” 260$c, 260$g, 260 
$c if Ldr/06=d,f,p, or t  
300: \\$axxvi, 215 


















description 500-599, except 506, 530, 
540, 546 
Table 2. MARC (Harvard and UIUC) to CT Crosswalk with Usages  
Green bars show the Common Term for the tag usage used over 50% in Harvard, WorldCat, and UIUC.  
Yellow bars show the Common Term for tags that 5 search engines use 
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(Q)DC to CT Crosswalk 
Table 3 shows parts of the developed crosswalk for DC from/to CT and QDC from/to CT 
based on MARC to (Q)DC crosswalks of Library of Congress (LC, MARC to Dublin 
Core Crosswalk, 2008). The full crosswalk is in Appendix B. 
MARC fields DC Element The Common Terminology 
100, 110, 111, 700, 710, 711 Contributor contributor contributor(DC), 720 
100, 700: name=”personal” 
110, 710: name=”corporate” 
111, 711: name=”meeting” 
720 
651, 662 Coverage subject type=”spatial” coverage(DC), 651, 752, 662, 752   
751, 752 
…. Creator contributor role=”creator” authority=”LCMARCrelators” 
 
MARC fields DC Element Qualifier(s) The Common Terminology 
541$c Accrual Method   description type="provenance" 




Audience   description type=”audience” 
authority=”LCMARCtarget” 
260$c if precedes date 
 
542$g 
Date Copyrighted date type=”copyright”008/11-14 if 008/06=t, 
date copyrighted (QDC)  








Date Issued date type=”issued” date issued (QDC), 260$c, 
008/07-10 
046$j Date Modified date type=”modified”  date modified (QDC), 
046 $j 
046$m$n Date Valid date type=”available” date valid (QDC), 
46$m$n 
520 if ind1=# or 3 
…. 
Description Abstract description type=”abstract” 
505 Description TableofContents description type=”tableOfContents” 
300$a, 533$e Format Extent format type=”extent”  300$a, 533$e 
 Table 3. The developed crosswalk for DC from/to CT and QDC from/to CT. 
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4. Improving Metadata Interoperability at Schema Definition 
Language Level 
To improve metadata interoperability at schema definition language metadata model level, 
the generalized 12 Common Terms and 58 qualifiers of the Common Terminology are 
represented with XML schema definition language (XSD) and RDF schema language 
(RDFS). These open for many communities to use CT either in XML or RDF form. 
Especially, CT in RDF will give more opportunities for it to be developed further 
enhancing semantic interoperability on the Web. The represented RDF schema for CT 
will be a foundation to conduct Linked Open Data on the Web to improve metadata 
interoperability at the repository level.  
4.1. ct.xsd 
Practically, in XML schema (W3C, XML Schema), 12 Common Terms of CT are 
defined as elements, and 58 qualifiers are defined as attributes of type, authority, name, 
role, and source. 12 Common Terms, elements, have each type to define the 
characteristics of the element as the below shows. For example, ‘contributorType’ for 
CT:contributor defines name attribute that characterizes names (e.g., personal, corporate, 
and meeting names), and role attribute that characterizes a role of the name (e.g., creator, 
author, editor, etc.) defined in LCMARCrelators in CTScheme. The values of name 
attribute are defined as valueTypes that allows strings and any URIs. The type reflects the 
trends of these days that elements (properties), qualifiers (sub-properties) or classes are 
represented or connected by URIs. The full ct.xsd schema is in Appendix C. 
 
<xs:element name="CT" type="anyCT"/> 
   <xs:complexType name="anyCT"> 
        <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
            <xs:element name="contributor" type="contributorType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="date" type="dateType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="description" type="descriptionType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="format" type="formatType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="identifier" type="identifierType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="language" type="languageType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="publisher" type="publisherType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="relation" type="relationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="rights" type="rightsType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="subject" type="subjectType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="title" type="titleType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="typeGenre" type="typeGenreType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
        </xs:choice> 
   </xs:complexType> 
   <xs:complexType name="contributorType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                The name of a person, organization, or event (conference, meeting, etc.) associated in some way 
with the resource (MODS). An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource (Contributor of 
DC).  
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
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                <xs:attribute name="name" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="personal"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="corporate"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="meeting"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="role" use="optional" type="xs:string"/> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:annotation> 
                        <xs:documentation> 
                            Authorities of ‘role’ attribute name are in CTRelators of CTScheme:  
                            LC MARC relators or unknown. 
                        </xs:documentation> 
                    </xs:annotation> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCrelators"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="Unknown"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    ….. 
    <xs:simpleType name="valueTypes"> 
        <xs:union memberTypes="xs:string xs:anyURI"/> 
    </xs:simpleType> 
4.2. ct.rdf 
On the other hand, in RDF schema (W3C, RDF Schema 1.1, 2014), 12 Common Terms 
of CT are defined as properties, and type, name, role and source qualifiers as sub-
properties. For example, CT:subject has type attributes such as type=”spatial” and 
type=”temporal” in XML schema, but in RDFs, they are defined as sub-property of 
subject property as the below. They are also defined and connected as narrower 
relationships in SKOS concepts (W3C, SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization System 
Primer, 2009). An authority qualifier in XML is defined as a class in RDFs, “a group 
containing members that have attributes,…or semantics in common or a kind of category” 
(DCMI, 2013). Authority attributes are defined and connected as related relationships in 
SKOS concepts included in CTSubject of CTScheme. 15 authorities (classes) (e.g., lcsh, 
lcshac, mesh, csh, nal, rvm, lcc, etc.) are defined as members of CTSubject collection in 
SKOS (W3C, 2009). The full ct.rdf is in Appendix C. 
 
<!-- subject --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">subject</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A term or phrase representing the primary topic(s) on which a 
work is focused (MODS). The topic of the resource (DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes Coverage(DC): The spatial or temporal topic of the 
resource, the spatial applicability of the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant 
(DC).</dc:description> 




        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/classification"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"/> 
        … 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">spatial</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes coverage and spatial(DC), coordinates, projection, scale, 
geographic information, publishing country code</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">temporal</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">"temporal" is used for chronological subject terms or temporal 
coverage</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTSubject</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTSubject is a set of authorities for subject headings and 
classifications: authority=”lcsh”, "lcshac","mesh", ”csh", ”nal", ”rvm”, ”lcc”, "ddc", ”iso3166”; 
            for ”classification” : authority=”udc”, ”nlm”, ”sudocs”, ”candocs”, ”tgn”, and ”other”. 
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
                … 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
4.3. ctskos.rdf 
The Common Terminology that has 12 Common Terms (elements/properties) and 58 
qualifiers (sub-properties) with authorities (classes) is defined in SKOS as concepts with 
URIs. The defined SKOS concepts of CT clarify the relationships between 
properties(sub-properties) and CTSchemes in XML and RDF. CT is defined as a Concept 
Scheme in SKOS that has 12 top concepts for 12 Common Terms (properties) as the 
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below (W3C, SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization System Reference, 2009). For 
example, CT:contributor is top concept of CT in CT 1.1 scheme and has two narrower 
terms (sub-properties), name and role. The role sub-property of contributor has narrower 
terms to designate the role of contributor such as author, creator, etc. that are defined the 
related CTRelator of CTScheme. The full SKOS concepts of CT are in Appendix C. 
 
<!-- Scheme: Common Terminology 1.1 --> 
    <skos:ConceptScheme rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1" xml:lang="en"> 
        <dc:title>Common Terminology 1.1</dc:title> 
        <dc:description>Common Terminology 1.1 is common terms of MARC, MODS, DC and QDC.  
            It is to achieve and improve metadata interoperability among different schemas that have some 
different degree of generality or specificity.</dc:description> 
        <dc:rights>Free to all.</dc:rights> 
        <dcterms:issued>2014-05-26</dcterms:issued> 
        <dcterms:modified>2014-05-26</dcterms:modified> 
        <skos:prefLabel>Common Terminology</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>Common Terminology(CT)</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>CT</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>ct</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>ct1.1</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/language"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre"/> 
    </skos:ConceptScheme> 
 
<!-- Concept: contributor --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">contributor</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">The name of a person, organization, or event (conference, meeting, 
etc.) associated in some way with the resource (MODS).  
                An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource (Contributor of DC). 
                An entity primarily responsible for making the resource (creator of DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">role</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Define a role of contributor. The role is defined in CTRelator in 
CTScheme.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
        <skos:narrower>author</skos:narrower> 
        <skos:narrower>creator</skos:narrower> …. 
   </skos:Concept> 
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4.4. CT Diagrams 
Figure 2 is CT 1.1 diagram that indicates relationships between properties and sub-
properties with authorities. The blue nodes represent properties and the yellow nodes 
represent sub-properties. The diagram shows role and name attributes in XML schema 
are semantically same with subPropertyOf in RDF schema for CT:contributor. The type 
attributes in xml are semantically same with subPropertyOf in RDFs for CT:subject. The 
12 Common Terminology 1.1 diagram shows all 12 properties (Common Terms) and 58 
sub-properties (qualifiers) with authorities that are defined in CTScheme. 
  
            
 









































5. Improving Metadata Interoperability at Record Metadata 
Model Level 
To improve metadata interoperability at record level, the conversion is designed with 
Python language to convert MIT (QDC) records into the Common Terminology 1.1. This 
is a part of mapping experiments with conversions involving Harvard (MARC), MIT 
(QDC) and UIUC (MARCXML) metadata records. The other conversion for Harvard 
(MARC) and UIUC (MARCXML) to CT 1.1 is under development. It is to achieve and 
improve metadata interoperability at the record level among three universities’ libraries 
and among MARC, QDC, and CT. This part was not possible without three universities’ 
cooperation. I really appreciate Harvard, MIT and UIUC persons who cooperate for CT 
project providing their metadata records. 
5.1. The Provided Metadata Records from Harvard, MIT, and UIUC 
Co-Director David Weinberger of Harvard Law Library Innovation Lab provided the link 
of Harvard MARC records, http://openmetadata.lib.harvard.edu/bibdata, on May, 2013. 
According to him, they are “the complete MARC records for over 99% of all the works 
in Harvard Library.” Total 12 million MARC records were provided as 14 files. UIUC 10 
million MARCXML records are provided through Myung-Ja Han, Metadata Librarian 
and Associate Professor by the link, https://uofi.box.com/s/77xpmaavo16xopqswqvj. It 
was generated in 2010 with 89 xml files. Harvard and UIUC records were used to 
investigate MARC tag usage and to build the crosswalk MARC to CT that are described 
in Chapter 3. They will be used to conduct the mapping experiment with the conversion, 
Harvard (MARC) to CT. The sample metadata records of Harvard and UIUC are the 
following. 
 
Harvard MARC Metadata Records 
 
=LDR  00635nam a2200205Ki 4500 
=001  007000001-8 
=005  20020606163548.3 
=008  960730s1975\\\\un\\\\\\\\\\\\000\0\rus\d 
=035  0\$aocm82110934 
=040  \\$aHLS$cHLS 
=090  \\$aDS33.2$b.D45x 
=100  1\$aTambovskii, Konstantin Ivanovich. 
=245  10$aK beregam Kua-Kam /$cK. Tambovskii. 
=260  \\$aOdessa :$bMaiak,$c1975. 
=300  \\$a94 p. :$bill. ;$c17 cm. 
=490  0\$aGlazami sovetskikh moriakov 
=690  \9$aMerchant marine$zRussia$xPersonal narratives.$5wid 
=690  \9$aVietnamese Conflict, 1961-1975$xPersonal narratives$xRussian.$5wid 
=988  \\$a20020608 
=906  \\$0MH 
 
UIUC MARCXML Metadata Records 






  <leader>00655nam  2200193 i 4500</leader> 
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  <controlfield tag="001">200001</controlfield> 
  <controlfield tag="005">20020415161359.0</controlfield> 
  <controlfield tag="008">770519s1965    ilu           00000 eng d</controlfield> 
  <datafield tag="035" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">(OCoLC)ocm02977467</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="035" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="9">AAV-1954</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="040" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">VVB</subfield> 
    <subfield code="c">VVB</subfield> 
    <subfield code="d">UIU</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="245" ind1="0" ind2="2"> 
    <subfield code="a">A rating system to improve job performance.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="260" ind1="0" ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">Chicago :</subfield> 
    <subfield code="b">Public Personnel Association,</subfield> 
    <subfield code="c">1965.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="300" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">12 p. ;</subfield> 
    <subfield code="c">28 cm.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="410" ind1="2" ind2="0"> 
    <subfield code="a">Public Personnel Association.</subfield> 
    <subfield code="t">Personnel report ;</subfield> 
    <subfield code="v">no. 651</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="500" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">Cover title.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="650" ind1=" " ind2="0"> 
    <subfield code="a">Public schools</subfield> 
    <subfield code="z">California</subfield> 
    <subfield code="z">San Diego.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="650" ind1=" " ind2="0"> 
    <subfield code="a">Employees</subfield> 
    <subfield code="x">Rating of.</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
  <datafield tag="955" ind1=" " ind2=" "> 
    <subfield code="a">UIU</subfield> 
    <subfield code="b">38888113432219</subfield> 
    <subfield code="c">352692</subfield> 
    <subfield code="d">Stacks</subfield> 
    <subfield code="e">351.1 P963P</subfield> 
    <subfield code="f">1</subfield> 
    <subfield code="g">am</subfield> 
    <subfield code="h">v.651(1964)</subfield> 
  </datafield> 
</record> 
 
MIT QDC Metadata Record 
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In the case of MIT Library, it is somewhat different. According to MIT digital library 
systems manager Carl Jones who provided Qualified Dublin Core, OAI harvesting for 
DSpace metadata only gives simple unqualified Dublin Core. To get qualified Dublin 
Core via OAI, they should change a DSpace configuration setting. They did change it and 
provided the URL to harvist QDC from dome-dev.mit.edu, http://dome-
dev.mit.edu/oai/request?verb=ListRecords&metadataPrefix=qdc&set=hdl_1721.3_82443
. He said this is “one of our production repositories, dome.mit.edu. Dome contains mostly 
image records but also some text items, including "digital objects" from the Institute 
Archives. I chose dome-dev because it was easy for me to test the configuration changes 
needed to output QDC. The change required a Tomcat application server restart, which is 
only done at scheduled intervals on our production servers.” Also, three csv files were 
provided for Sloan Working Papers, Open Access Articles and one MIT theses 
community for the Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning “which contains undergrad, 
masters, and PhD thesis collections.” Total 20 thousand QDC records were harvested via 
OAI as 28 xml files and 3 csv files. They were used to investigate QDC element names 
usage and to build the crosswalk (Q)DC to CT  that are described in Chapter 3. They 
become the foundation to conduct the mapping experiment with the conversion from MIT 
(QDC) to CT with MIT (QDC) to CT crosswalk, measuring transfer, lexical match, and 
semantic match rates. 
 
<record> 
    <header> 
        <identifier>oai:dome-dev.mit.edu:1721.3/44226</identifier> 
        <datestamp>2012-07-24T15:59:28Z</datestamp> 
        <setSpec>hdl_1721.3_44225</setSpec> 
    </header> 
































5.2. MIT (QDC) to CT Crosswalk 
The conversions base on the developed crosswalks (e.g., MARC to CT and (Q)DC to CT) 
shown in Chapter 3.3. Especially, with QDC to CT crosswalk, MIT (QDC) to CT 
crosswalk like the below is designed in order to develop the convertion that converts 
(Q)DC records of MIT metadata to CT. The full crosswalk is in Appendix D. 
 
Element names/MIT QDC Usage Percentage Common Terminology (CT) 
collection 18215    89.8397 identifier type="collection" 
datestamp 2043 10.07645 date type="other" 
dc.audience.educationlevel[] 61 0.300863 description type="audience"  authority=”LCMARCtarget” 
dc.contributor.advisor[en_US] 2916 14.38224 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators" 
dc.contributor.approver 4993 24.62639 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators" 
dc.contributor[en_US] 923 4.552404 contributor 
dc.coverage.spatial[] 3 0.014797 subject type="spatial" 
dc.date.available 10034 49.48952 date type="available" 
dc.date.created[en_US] 3 0.014797 date type="issued" 
dc.date.issued 6989 34.47102 date type="issued" 
dc.description.abstract[] 85 0.419236 description type="abstract" 
dc.description.statement 
ofresponsibility[en_US] 3519 17.35635 rights type="holder" 
dc.description. 
tableofcontents[en_US] 1 0.004932 
description type="tableOfContents" 
…..    
Table 4. MIT (QDC) to CT Crosswalk 
5.3. The Designed Conversion Program in Python 
The designed conversion Python program is not only converting MIT QDC records into 
CT, but also measuring transfer rate, lexical match rate, and semantic match rates 
together. The reported rates measure the percentage of elements over every metadata 
statement in the input records that are mapped and not mapped to CT. First, to convert 







MIT QDC records in an xml file are split by ‘<record>’ to measure how many records 
are in the file. Total records are 20278 in 31 files: 28 xml files and 3 csv files. Because of 
two different file formats, two functions are designed: MITQDCtoCTconversion and 
MITQDCcsvtoCTconversion. To retrieve element names and contents, the split module 
of Python is used. Since there are long urls to link and define elements as above MIT 
QDC records show, different methods are used to retrieve them. Also, the transferred 
values from MIT QDC include special characters that XML cannot validate. Thus, these 
character were changed: '&' into '&amp;', '<' into '&lt;', and '>' into '&gt,' before being 
ransferred. The transferred CT from MIT QDC is saved into new xml files. The below is 
a part of the conversion program that measures also transfer and non transfer rates for 
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elements. The full conversion program that includes details how to measure transfer, 
lexical match, and sematic match rates is Appendix D. 
….. 
for i in range(1, len(records)):#repeat for each record of MIT QDC records 
            MITrecordDic={} 
            elements=records[i].split('</')#split by '</' to retrieve element name and value 
            for j in range(len(elements)): 
                presentelements=elements[j].split('>') 
                present=len(presentelements)-1 
                if present==1: 
                    continue 
                content=presentelements[present]#retrieve value 
                for skey in specialkeys: 
                    if skey in content:#replace special characters to validate in xml file based on CT schema 
                        content=content.replace(skey, specialDic[skey]) 
                elementsname=elements[j+1].split('>')[0]#retrieve element name in closing tag, because starting 
tag has many urls. 
                if elementsname in elementDic:#if the elementsname is in elementDic. 
                    CT=elementDic[elementsname] 
                    key=CT 
                    #CT=CT.lower() 
                    pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch = 
LexicalSemanticMatch(elementsname,CT,pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch) #call 
the function that measures lexical and semantic match rates 
                    ##This part generates dictionary and investigates transfer rate. 
                    if key in MITrecordDic: 
                        if content!=MITrecordDic[key]: 
                            MITrecordDic[key]=content 
                            keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                            element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                            fhandle2.write(element) 
                            tmatch+=1 #measuring transferred elements 
                    else: 
                        MITrecordDic[key]=content 
                        keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                        element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                        fhandle2.write(element) 
                        tmatch+=1 
                else:#if the elementsname is not in elementDic. 
                    notmatch+=1##measuring none transferred elements 
                    if elementsname!="resumptionToken": 
                        print 'notmatch', elementsname 
                     
            fhandle2.write('\n') 
        value='</CT>' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        fhandle2.close() 
    return tmatch, notmatch, totalMITrecords, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch 
5.4 Methodology to Measure Lexical and Semantic Match Rates 
Based on the MIT(QDC) to CT crosswalk, element names of QDC considered at schema 
level are reconsidered for the mapping experiment of MIT(QDC) to CT. It is to clarify 
which one is lexically and semantically perfectly or partially matched with the Common 
Terms (properties) and qualifiers (sub-properties) of the Common Terminology. To 
measure lexical and semantic match rates, the degree how much an element name is 
exactly matched lexically and semantically is measured. The rates measure the 
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percentage of elements over every metadata statement in the input records that are 
mapped to CT. As Table 5 shows, an example of the perfect lexical and semantic matches 
is dc.contributor.author (MIT) mapped into CT:contributor role="author" 
authority="LCMARCrelators". The author role is defined in authority LCMARCrelators. 
In this case, obviously both contributor and author terms of QDC are exactly lexically 
and semantically matched with CT. It is counted as a perfect lexical and semantic match. 
Especially, 'isreplacedby' of ‘dc.relation.isreplacedby' mapped into CT: relation 
type="replacement," is considered as the lexically and semantically same term with 
‘replacement.’ Similarly, 'requires' of ‘dc.relation.requires’ is the same with ‘requirement.’ 
As an example of partially lexically and semantically matched, dc.contributor.approver 
(MIT) is mapped into CT: contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCrelators". Only 
contributor in QDC is exactly lexically and semantically matched with CT. It is 
considered as a partial lexical and semantic match. Although a term is not totally matched 
lexically, the term is rechecked whether it is semantically related perfectly or partically. 
Since CT is chosen to maximize lexical and semantic interoperability, all terms of QDC 
are semantically perfectly or partically matched. The following is a part of conversion 
program measuring lexical match rates. The full program is in Appendix D. 
 
MIT(QDC) metadata Common Terminology Lexical or Semantic  Match 
 
 dc.contributor.author CT:contributor role="author" 
authority="LCMARCrelators" 
perfect lexical and semantic 
match 
 dc.date.created 'date type="issued” partial lexically but perfect 
semantically match 
 coverage.spatial subject type="spatial" partial lexically but perfect 
semantically match 






no lexical match but perfect 
semantically match 
 dc.contributor.advisor contributor role="other" 
authority="LCMARCRelators" 
partial lexical and partial 
semantic match 
Table 5. Examples of Lexical and Semantic Matches 
… 
    if '.' in elementsname or ':' in elementsname: 
        if '.' in elementsname: 
            con='.' 
        else: 
            con=':' 
        names=elementsname.split(con) 
        length=len(names)        
        if 'dc' in names[0] or 'dcterms' in names[0]: 
            start=1 
        else: 
            start=0 
        for k in range(start, len(names)): 
            if names[k] in perfectlexical and names[k] in semanticDic.keys(): 
                pmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in perfectlexical: 
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                pmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in halflexical and names[k] in semanticDic.keys(): 
                hpmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch, nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in CT or names[k] in CT.lower(): 
                count+=1  
        if count==length-1: 
            pmatch+=1 
            smatch+=1 
        elif length>2 and count==length-2: 
            hpmatch+=1 
            smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch) 
        else: 
            nopmatch+=1 
            smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch)  
    elif elementsname in CT: 
        pmatch+=1 
        smatch+=1 
    elif elementsname in halflexical: 
        hpmatch+=1 
        smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch,hsmatch, nosmatch) 
    else: 
        nopmatch+=1 
        smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch)  
    return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
5.5. The Results of the Mapping Experiment with MIT (QDC) Metadata 
Records 
 
According to the conversion program based on the MIT(QDC) to CT crosswalk, the 
converted CT for above sample MIT (QDC) record in 5.1 chapter is as follows. 
The Converted CT for a sample MIT (QDC) record 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 






 <identifier source="MIT">oai:dome-dev.mit.edu:1721.3/44226</identifier> 
 <date type="other">2012-07-24T15:59:28Z</date> 
 <identifier type="collection">hdl_1721.3_44225</identifier> 
 <subject type="spatial">Site: Chicago (Illinois, United States)</subject> 
 <subject type="temporal">creation date: 1890-1892</subject> 
 <contributor role="creator" authority="LCMARCRelators">Rockefeller, John D</contributor> 
 <date>1890-1892</date> 
 <date type="available">2009-10-16T21:12:49Z</date> 
 <date type="issued">1890-1892</date> 
 <identifier source="MIT">130578</identifier> 
 <identifier source="MIT">http://hdl.handle.net/1721.3/44226</identifier> 
 <description>aerial view, Midway Plaisance and campus, 5/28/2005</description> 
 <format type="medium">concrete</format> 
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 <relation type="isPartOf">138234</relation> 
 <rights>© Alex S. MacLean / Landslides</rights> 
 <subject>Land use, Urban</subject> 
 <subject>Universities and colleges</subject> 
 <subject>Architecture --United States</subject> 
 <subject>College campuses</subject> 
 <subject>University of Chicago</subject> 
 <subject>Athletic fields</subject> 
 <subject>Aerial photography --United States</subject> 
 <title>University of Chicago</title> 
 <typeGenre authority="DCMItype">Image</typeGenre> 
 
It shows much clearly data of MIT (QDC) with the generalized and concised Common 
Terminology. It can be very easily understood and described by anyone. It is the most 
strong point of the developed CT. It also describes visibly where the resource comes from 
with source=”MIT” in CT:identifier. Using authorities and qualifiers (sub-properties) 
such as authority="DCMItype," the value of CT can be defined and limited by the 
described authorities and qualifiers. The qualifiers allow us describing detail like MARC 
and MODS. They play obviously a bridge role between MARC (detailed) and (Q)DC. 
The Transfer rate, Lexical and Semantic Match Rates 
The designed program gives statistic data for transfer rate, lexical and semantic match 
rates. Since the qualifiers of CT 1.1 are developed to meet communities’ needs like QDC, 
the transfer rate of MIT (QDC) to CT 1.1 mapping is very high with 99.99537%. No 
transfer rate 0.00463% means loss of information rate in mapping MIT (QDC) to CT.   
Only eprint.grantNumber elements in MIT QDC records were not transferred that has no 
mapping into CT. It is significantly low loss of information rate that hasn’t happened in 
the metadata field. 
 
Total lexical match rate including perfect and partial matched rates is very high rate, 
98.7%, in the MIT (QDC) to CT 1.1 mapping experiment. It is a very high lexical match 
rate that improves significantly lexical interoperability. In detail, the perfect lexical match 
rate is 54.02% that all terms of CT are matched with both QDC elements and qualifiers 
(e.g., ‘description.abstract’: ’description type="abstract",’ ‘contributor.author’:’ 
contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators",’ etc.). The partial lexical 
match rate is 44.707%, matched by either elements or qualifiers (e.g., 
'contributor.department': ‘contributor name="corporate",’ 'coverage.spatial':’ subject 
type="spatial",’ etc.). No lexical match rate is very low, 1.265 such as 'dc.source':'relation 
type="original"' not matched lexically at all. However, lexically partially and no matched 
terms of QDC are reinvestigated whether they are semantically related. 
 
Total semantic match rate is perfectly 100% including perfect and partial sematic match. 
In detail, the perfect semantic match rate is high 85.836% including the mappings such as 
'dc.date.created': 'date type="issued"', 'dc.description.statementofresponsibility': 'rights 
type="holder".' Although they are very different lexically, they are semantically matched. 
The partial semantic match rate is very low, 14.164% including ‘dc.contributor.advisor’: 
‘contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators".’ The improved interoperability 
lexically and semantically means CT 1.1 minimizes loss of information at schema and 
record levels. Also, it means CT 1.1 reduces significantly the gap of generality and 
specificity degrees among the selected four standards (MARC, MODS, DC and QDC).   
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6. Improving Metadata Interoperability at Repository Metadata 
Model Level 
As a next step, a prototype is planned to achieve and improve metadata interoperability at 
repository level. The prototype is to build an integrated search engine for the pulled 
records from Harvard, MIT and UIUC libraries. It will be conducted in two ways. One is 
to build Linked Open Data (LOD) with the mapping, the converted CT to RDF, by the 
Python programs that will be designed. The converted CT is CT records transformed 
from Harvard (MARC), MIT (QDC), and UIUC (MARCXML) metadata records by the 
conversions. LOD hasn’t been accomplished a lot in America. In the Harvard library case, 
the project, ‘Linked open data, expandedauthority search capabilities, and synonym 
expansion’ had tried to build linked open data in 2012. But, it reports challenges in 
selection of the ontology, and in developing ‘the pipeline to convert MARC records into 
RDF’ (Cheng, 2012). The Harvard case proves that directly converting MARC records 
into RDF is very challenging and most likely impossible. Because of that, in UIUC 
library case, they convert first MARCXML records into MODS using the MARC to 
MODS conversion provided by Library of Congress (LC). But, the way has still problems 
to convert MODS to RDF using guidelines by LC. The developed Common Terminology 
can be a proper solution to build linked open data using the converted CT from MARC 
records connecting existing ontology. Using CT makes facility to map CT into RDF. The 
other is to build a CT union catalog with the converted CT from the pulled three 
universities’ metadata records by the conversion. This way bases on existing union 
catalog of WorldCat. For these works, the conceptualized CT in SKOS with URIs 
described in Chapter 3 will be necessary.  
 
With both the built LOD and CT union catalog, an integrated search engine will be 
developed for Harvard, MIT and UIUC libraries. By cooperation of three universities for 
the prototype, Harvard provided 1.5 million online accessible records including the 
records Google cannot access. MIT provided all Dspace Metadata records of more 700 
comunities. UIUC will provide about a million records in 7 files. The prototype will be 
very important to suggest an assured way to improve interoperability among three 
universities’ libraries that use different standards. The prototype will contribute to engage 
many users of three universities who seek plentiful resources online but thirst. The 
prototype will demonstrate a certain solution to build interoperability globally with CT 
among libraries and organizations that need to achieve interoperability at all schema, 
schema language, record, and repository levels. The prototype can be expanded to 
achieve interoperability for an integrated search engine of Well-Designed Digital 












7. Conclusion and Future Work 
To achieve metadata interoperability at multiple levels, the Common Terminology is 
suggested. Because existing metadata standards have very different degrees of generality 
and specificity, it is difficult to achieve interoperability among them without a loss of 
information. The Common Terminology (CT) is a bridge terminology among different 
standards, allowing communities to use their own standards but providing uniformity to 
searching. As a case study, CT 1.1 is developed to achieve interoperability among four 
significantly different standards (MARC, MODS, DC and QDC) and their metadata from 
three universities (Harvard-MARC, MIT-QDC and UIUC-MARCXML). CT 1.1 
improves interoperability at multiple levels, using existing techniques that achieve 
interoperability at each metadata level such as crosswalks, conversions, etc. At the 
schema level, CT that maximizes lexical and semantic interoperability is chosen as 
Common Terms (properties) and qualifiers (subproperties). At the schema definition 
language level, the developed CT is represented in ct.xsd (XML schema), ct.rdf (RDF 
schema), and ctskos.rdf (SKOS concept). At the record level, the conversion from MIT 
(QDC) to CT is developed to prove performance of CT. By the mapping experiment with 
the conversion, CT shows 99.99537% transfer rate, 98.7% lexical match rate, and 100% 
semantic match rates. As a result, CT minimizes incredibly loss of information 
(0.00463%) over every metadata statement in the input records. CT increases 
significantly accuracy in mappings showing high lexical and semantic match rates. It 
reduces significantly the gap of different degrees of generality and specificity. For 
improving interoperability at the repository level, a prototype is planned to build an 
integrated search engine for the pulled records from Harvard, MIT and UIUC libraries. It 
will be implemented using Linked Open Data and CT union catalog with the developed 
CT. The prototype to improve interoperability at repository level with CT will contribute 
to engage many users of three universities who seek plentiful resources online but thirst. 
The prototype can be expanded to achieve interoperability for an integrated search engine 
of Well-Designed Digital Libraries all over the world, which will consist of the 
International Open Public Digital Library. Interoperability via a common terminology has 
not been realized in the library field in America. CT 1.1 demonstrates a solution to the 
problematic barriers in achieving interoperability at multiple levels. Further, CT offers a 
certain solution to build interoperability globally among libraries and organizations that 
need to achieve interoperability at all schema, schema language, record, and repository 
levels. 
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Appendix A – MARC Tag Usage Programs and Results 
A.1. MARC Tag Usage of Harvard 12 Million Records  
#This is the program that measures MARC tag usage of Harvard by Boaz Sunyoung Jin Sept. 23, 2013 
import string 
tagDic={} #dictionary that key is MARC tag and key value is value/content of MARC tag 
statisticDic={} #investigating how many time a tag used in all harvard record 
def HarvardRecords(): 
    totalharvardrecords=0 #count how many records Harvard has 
    for iden in range(14):#repeat reading and making continue dictionary with Harvard 14 files 
        if iden<10: 
            iden="0"+str(iden) 
        filename="Harvard"+str(iden)+".mrk8" #set up each file name of Harvard files 
        #print filename 
        fhandle=open(filename,'r')#open each file 
        fcontent=fhandle.read()#read each file 
        fhandle.close()#close the file 
        records=fcontent.split('\n') #find tag 
        for i in range(0, len(records)):#for all lines of Harvard MARC records 
            marcrecord=records[i].split(' ')#split by space 
            tag=marcrecord[0]#find tag field 
            content=''#initialize content to be empty 
            for j in range(2, len(marcrecord)):#merge all contents for a tag 
                content+=marcrecord[j] 
                content+=" " 
            if tag=="":#if a record finishes by empty line 
                totalharvardrecords=totalharvardrecords+1#add 1 to total harvard record number 
                #print totalharvardrecords 
                continue 
            else: 
                key=tag.split('=')[1]#retrive only tag number without '=' 
                #print key 
                if key in tagDic:#if the key is in tagDic already 
                    statisticDic[key]=statisticDic[key]+1#count how many time the tag is used 
                    #print key, statisticDic[key] 
                    #continue 
                else: 
                    tagDic[key]=content #if the key isn't in tagDic (that is, it is in tagDic), add new key and value 
                    statisticDic[key]=1#initialize statisticDic value 
                    #print key, tagDic[key], statisticDic[key] 
    return totalharvardrecords #return total number of Harvard 
recordstotalrecords=int(HarvardRecords())#call the function 
print "total records number of Harvard MARC records:", totalrecords#print total records number 
filename2="HarvardRecordsf.txt"#set up output file name 
fhandle2=open(filename2,'w')#open the output file 
keylist=tagDic.keys()#find keys of tagDic dictionary 
keylist.sort()#sort by key 
value="total records number of Harvard MARC records:"+str(totalrecords)+"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
print "key: statisticDic[key], averagepercentage, tagDic[key]" 
value="key: statisticDic[key], averagepercentage, tagDic[key]" +"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
for key in keylist:#print results 
    averagepercent=(statisticDic[key]/float(totalrecords))*100 #percentage of each tag 
    print "%s: %s, %s, %s" %(key, statisticDic[key], averagepercent,tagDic[key]) 
    value=str(key)+":"+str(statisticDic[key])+","+str(averagepercent)+","+str(tagDic[key])+"\n" 





>>> Results  
total records number of Harvard MARC records: 12797458 
key: statisticDic[key], averagepercentage, tagDic[key] 
001: 12797458, 100.0, 000000001-9  
002: 13, 0.000101582673684, {dollar}{dollar}y0012-7051  
003: 7323, 0.0572223014914, OCoLC  
004: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, 004880179  
005: 12797458, 100.0, 20130314153755.0  
006: 72681, 0.567933100464, t|||||||||||||||||  
007: 791, 0.00618091499109, hd\afb\\\buca  
008: 12797393, 99.9994920866, 821202|1946\\\\ohu||||\\||||\|0||||eng|d  
009: 9, 7.03264663967e-05, \\48$a8849-3  
010: 4620707, 36.1064439516, \\$a  2003476821  
011: 9, 7.03264663967e-05, \\$a58-59756  
012: 3222, 0.02517687497, \\$a3$b3  
015: 642852, 5.02327884178, \\$aB67-25465  
016: 417008, 3.25852212213, 7\$a2662153R$2DNLM  
017: 303, 0.00236765770202, \\$aVA 851-662$bU.S. Copyright Office  
018: 29, 0.000226607502834, \\$a0007-2362/74  
019: 16, 0.00012502482915, \\$a83157155  
020: 5882959, 45.9697464918, \\$a3823357611 (alk. paper)  
022: 165238, 1.29117829494, \\$a0333-6883  
024: 127629, 0.997299619971, 3\$a0011000200833  
025: 105311, 0.822905611411, \\$aPL480:Is-7267  
026: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, \\$aWarrendale, Penn. :$bMaterials Research Society,$cc2010.  
027: 642, 0.00501662126963, \\$aLA-9526-MS  
028: 283635, 2.21633858849, 32$a827$bFalter & Sohn  
029: 3215, 0.0251221766073, 1\$aNLM$b100972164  
030: 18330, 0.143231569895, \\$zSVGGA  
031: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, 1\$aa$b12500  
032: 4500, 0.0351632331983, \\$a376780$bUSPS  
033: 87356, 0.68260431095, 20$a198710--$a198902--  
034: 175430, 1.37081911111, 1\$aa$b10000  
035: 14974463, 117.011229886, 0\$aocm83845952  
036: 195, 0.00152374010526, \\$a(CStRLIN)NJPG97-B45351  
037: 163144, 1.27481567042, \\$bDun & Bradstreet (Israel) Ltd., 105 Hahashmonaim St., Tel-Aviv, Israel  
038: 8, 6.25124145748e-05, \\$aUkLCURL  
039: 808, 0.00631375387206, \\$a(hol)009322781-7  
040: 11189890, 87.4383803408, \\$aDLC$cDLC$dOHX$dCLU  
041: 906919, 7.08671206422, 0\$afreeng  
042: 1173307, 9.16828170094, \\$alcd  
043: 3442603, 26.9006782441, \\$an-us---  
044: 7249, 0.0566440616566, \\$aenk$anyu  
045: 181294, 1.41664071099, \\$ax0x4  
046: 603, 0.00471187324858, \\$aNN$cNN$dCaOTU  
047: 19372, 0.151373811893, \\$afmdfsg  
048: 124924, 0.976162609793, \\$asa02$asb01$asc01  
049: 584673, 4.56866512084, \\$aHLSS  
050: 4426426, 34.5883221496, 00$aP120.L34$bS68 2003  
051: 184, 0.00143778553522, \\$aZ663.8$b.A253$c2d set Rare Bk Coll  
052: 77630, 0.606604842931, \\$a3762$bM37  
054: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \3$aBQ1013$b.Z36 2005 v.23  
055: 66277, 0.517891912597, 00$aD763 N4$bW49 1977  
059: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \4$aDS797.64.W89$bX583 2006  
060: 129191, 1.00950516892, 0\$aWZ 250$bG5465s 1681  
069: 68, 0.000531355523886, \\$a(DNLM)S15140000(s)  
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070: 11317, 0.0884316244679, 0\$a34.5$bD19  
072: 203693, 1.59166765775, \7$aP$2lcco  
074: 171087, 1.33688268405, \\$a0964  
078: 4, 3.12562072874e-05, \\$aocn172165381  
080: 6602, 0.0515883701279, \\$a676  
082: 2112389, 16.5063171139, 00$a401.9$222  
083: 15, 0.000117210777328, 0\$a2\x$a940.53186409435937$qDE-101$222/ger  
084: 36436, 0.284712792181, \\$a39.30$2bcl  
085: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, \\$81\x$b779  
086: 148807, 1.16278560945, 0\$aI 19.3:597  
088: 37230, 0.290917149328, \\$aP-2615  
090: 1889371, 14.7636429047, \\$aHV713$b.V37 2008  
091: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, \\$aINST7  
092: 9, 7.03264663967e-05, \\$a248  
095: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, \\$aFC2041$b.R83 2009  
096: 18, 0.000140652932793, \\$aWC195 H832 2009  
098: 60211, 0.470491874246, 06$aHeb 42763.104  
100: 8998117, 70.3117525371, 1\$aMarshall, Paule,$d1929-  
110: 1036032, 8.0956077371, 2\$aAmerican Institute of Landscape Architects.  
111: 127776, 0.998448285589, 2\$aNew England Forestry Congress$d(1919 :$cBoston, Mass.)  
130: 152507, 1.1916976012, 0\$aMassachusetts heritage, vol. 9:3, January 1972.  
140: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 46$aMF-14046 r.99.  
150: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aChinese language$xComposition and exercises  
199: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aD-24735.  
200: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, 40$a416132556.0  
201: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, 00$a602111849.0  
202: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \9$a789578970960  
210: 101225, 0.790977395667, 0\$aAccess. list Israel  
212: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 0\$aCompte rendu du congrÃ¨s - CongrÃ¨s canadien en gÃ©nie Ã©lectrique 
et informatique  
216: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, 31$aChiang shan mei jen  
222: 82084, 0.641408629745, 00$aAccessions list, Israel  
226: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \1$a[Reston, Virginia] :$bU.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological 
Survey,$c2010.  
240: 511058, 3.99343369597, 10$aSchools of Agriculture and Horticulture Act  
241: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, 00$aIï¸ Eï¸¡zï¸ hï¸¡y Putrament :  
242: 13525, 0.105685050891, 10$aWorks of Tobias.$yeng  
243: 171, 0.00133620286154, 10$aWorks.$f1883  
245: 12797514, 100.000437587, 00$aBrief bibliography of modern garden books suggested for a garden 
center library /$ccompiled by Elizabeth T. Blossom, Librarian, Garden Center of Greater Cleveland.  
246: 1932950, 15.1041714691, 3\$aA.I.L.A.  
247: 10928, 0.0853919583092, 10$aArxius de l'Institut de CiÃ¨ncies  
248: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 30$a汉剧历史剧  
250: 1932616, 15.1015615757, \\$a1. Aufl.  
254: 9740, 0.0761088647449, \\$aStudienpartitur.  
255: 182698, 1.42761163975, \\$aScale 1:10,000.  
256: 2881, 0.0225122832988, \\$aComputer journal  
257: 21977, 0.171729416889, \\$aItaly  
260: 12389080, 96.8089131451, 0\$aCleveland, Ohio :$bE.T. Blossom,$c1946.  
261: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, \\$aStuart Finley,$d1963.  
262: 4596, 0.0359133821732, \\$bMilestone$cMSP-47004.$dp1973.  
263: 283, 0.00221137666558, \\$a8110  
264: 15895, 0.124204353708, \1$aReykjavÃ-k :$bSetberg,$c1975.  
265: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, \\$aUniversity Microfilms International, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 
48106  
270: 255, 0.00199258321457, \\$aAmerican Chamber of Commerce in Taipei$aRm. N1012, Chia Hsin 




300: 12102112, 94.5665303219, \\$a[5] p. ;$c28 cm.  
301: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, \\$a183 slides :$bcol. ;$c2 x 2 in.$e& text (44 leaves ; 22 cm.)  
305: 206, 0.0016096946753, \\$a2 discs.$b33 1/3 rpm. stereo.$c12 in.  
306: 12302, 0.0961284655124, \\$a004051$a003221$a002048$a004507  
307: 4, 3.12562072874e-05, \\$aAccess permitted by appointment only.  
310: 283336, 2.214002187, \\$aAnnual  
315: 8, 6.25124145748e-05, \\$aAnnual  
319: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, 49$a006676937.  
321: 36295, 0.283611010874, \\$aIrregular  
336: 26303, 0.20553300507, \\$atext$brdacontent  
337: 26046, 0.203524793752, \\$aunmediated$brdamedia  
338: 26003, 0.203188789524, \\$avolume$brdacarrier  
340: 19, 0.000148466984615, \\$ae-fr---  
342: 74, 0.000578239834817, 02$aMassachusetts State Plane Mainland Coordinate System.  
343: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, \\$aCoordinate pair;$bsurvey feet;$c0.001024$d0.001024.  
344: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, \\$adigital$boptical$2rda  
346: 4, 3.12562072874e-05, 31$aResearch on the archaeological culture and the adaptability of vrious 
factors in areas along the Yangtze River  
347: 64, 0.000500099316599, \\$3nÃºmeros 1-6$atext file$bHTML$2rda  
350: 66, 0.000515727420242, \\$a{dollar}1.00.  
351: 8201, 0.064083038991, \\$bChronologically, grouped under the reigns to which it appears to belong, 
then subdivided by correspondence of the king, his chancellors, and miscellaneous correspondence.  
352: 168, 0.00131276070607, \\$aGilayon mis 1. (Av 755 (1995)) - mis. 237 (April 200).  
360: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$c1976.  
362: 390307, 3.04987912443, 0\$aJune 14-20, 1949-  
363: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, 0\$aNr. 1.2005-  
365: 4, 3.12562072874e-05, \\$eCA 681  
366: 6, 4.68843109311e-05, \\$atext$2rdacontent  
380: 84, 0.000656380353036, \0$aFrench Drama ;$v3601.  
382: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, \\$amezzo-soprano$atenor$amixed voices$aorchestra  
383: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, \\$aLWV 55  
384: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aE major  
400: 673, 0.00525885687611, 10$aYomano shel Nir Sharoni  
410: 16972, 0.132620087521, 20$aAmerican Society of Landscape Architects.$bCommittee on 
Research.$tSpecial report,$v2  
411: 134, 0.00104708294413, 20$aMillÃ® Kongre.$tPublications, sÃ©r. B,$vno 1  
440: 1710249, 13.3639743143, \0$aTÃ¼binger BeitrÃ¤ge zur Linguistik,$x0564-7959 ;$v465  
490: 1937421, 15.1391080947, 0\$aBulletin / Missouri State Board of Horticulture ;$vno. 6  
491: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, 1\$aBeitrÃ¤ge zur geologischen Karte der Schweiz,$vn.F., 124. Lief., des 
ganzen Werkes, 154. Lief.  
500: 8417703, 65.776367463, \\$aMeeting held at Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C., January 20, 21, 
and 22, 1936.  
501: 33016, 0.25798873495, \\$aWith: More Beautiful America contest. [S.l. : Better Homes & Gardens, 
1935?]  
502: 903697, 7.06153518925, \\$aThesis (doctoral) -- Upsala, 1802.  
503: 164, 0.00128150449878, \\$aThis edition was reprinted in 1917.  
504: 4269839, 33.364743217, \\$aIncludes bibliographical references.  
505: 732409, 5.72308188079, 0\$aHomage to Mr. Hughes -- I'v known rivers: The James River -- I've 
known seas: The Caribbean Sea -- Barbados, part I -- Barbados, part II -- Grenada, 1962 -- I've known 
oceans: The Atlantic.  
506: 239, 0.00186755838542, \\$a"Prepared for the use of U.S. government officials"--1981-198 , t.p. 
verso.  
507: 999, 0.00780623777003, \\$aScale 1:2,500,000.  
508: 39722, 0.310389766468, \\$aProduced and directed by Menachem Dworman.  
510: 404239, 3.15874449441, 4\$aShaw & Shoemaker$c53786  
511: 123083, 0.961776940389, 0\$aBorodin String Quartet (Mikhail Kopelman, Andrei Abramenkov, 
violins; Dmitri Shebalin, viola; Valentin Berlinsky, cello).  
512: 22, 0.000171909140081, \\$aVols. before 4, 1975 cataloged separately in LC.  
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513: 1369, 0.0106974369441, \\$aFinal report.  
514: 7, 5.4698362753e-05, \\$aAnninger, A, Spanish & Portuguese,$c164  
515: 104209, 0.814294526304, \\$aNo more published.  
516: 4506, 0.0352101175093, \\$aText (HTML).  
518: 117163, 0.915517753604, \\$aRecorded Oct. 1987 (2nd-3rd works) and June-July 1988 (4th work), 
Forde Abbey, Chard, Somerset; and Feb. 1989, St. Martin's Church, East Woodhay (1st work).  
520: 324613, 2.53654280405, \\$aA little old woman enters the home of three bears, helps herself to food, 
and goes to sleep in their beds.  
521: 20094, 0.157015557308, \\$aProduct primers are prepared primarily for college-level instructors but 
can also be used for self study.  
522: 2806, 0.0219262294121, \\$aAsia.  
524: 21757, 0.170010325488, \\$aZionist pamphlets collection.  
525: 13954, 0.109037279122, \\$aHas occasional special issues.  
526: 49, 0.000382888539271, 0\$aAccelerated Reader/Renaissance Learning$bLG$c3.1$d0.5  
530: 94219, 0.736232148603, \\$aAlso available online.  
533: 3910, 0.0305529426234, \\$aMicrofiche.$bNew York, N.Y.,$cNew York Public Library,$d[19--
].$e11 x 15 cm.$nMaster microform held by: NN.  
534: 12319, 0.0962613043934, \\$pReprint. Originally published:$cBerlin : á¸¤evrat Meá¸³itse nirdamim, 
1899.  
535: 125037, 0.977045597649, 1\$a"From the National Security Council Files, Record Group #273, at the 
National Archives, Washington, D.C."--Guide, verso of t.p.  
536: 3579, 0.0279664914704, \\$aPublished under a grant from the Design Arts Program of the National 
Endowment for the Arts.  
538: 96794, 0.756353332045, \\$aMode of access: Internet.  
539: 11872, 0.0927684232291, \\$as$bd$dmiu$en$gr  
540: 2471, 0.0193085220518, \\$aPermission to quote is required.  
541: 718, 0.00561048920809, \\$cGift;$aIsrael Music Institute;$dJune 2003.$5DLC  
542: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, 1\$aSibelius-akatemian kansanmusiikin osaston 
oppimateriaalituotantoa$x1455-2493$v10$y0010  
544: 2342, 0.0183005093668, 1\$aSee also Records of the Harvard Advocate (Harvard University Archives 
call number: HUD 3121)  
545: 20028, 0.156499829888, \\$aEditors: Jan. 1927-summer 1949, R.T. House; autumn 1949- E.E. Noth.  
546: 519862, 4.06222860821, \\$aTranslated from article in French published in October 15, 1876 issue of 
Revue des deux mondes.  
547: 580, 0.00453215005668, \\$aTitle varies: 1848-1959, Ã…rsberetning.  
549: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aMARCIVE.  
550: 65427, 0.511249968548, \\$aIssues for <1959/60, 1961/62> issued with MiÅ›rad ha-otsar, ha- 
Lishkah le-yiÊ»uts ule-meá¸¥á¸³ar kalkali (<1961/62> with Agaf ha-taá¸³tsivim); <1964/65-1967> with ha-
Rashut le-tikhnun kalkali (<1964/65>-1965 with MiÅ›rad ha-otsar; 1966-<67> with MiÅ›rad ha-otsar, 
Lishkat ha-yoÊ»ets ha-kalkali); <1971-73> with MiÅ›rad ha-otsar; <1992-1994> with MiÅ›rad ha-
kalkalah veha-tikhnun; <1998-2000> issued with MiÅ›rad Rosh ha-Memshalah.  
552: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aChild protection and adoption according to Indonesian laws and 
regulations.  
555: 26792, 0.209354076411, \\$aVol. 1 (1979/80)-v. 20 (2000) in v.20 of: Teá¸¥umin.  
556: 648, 0.00506350558056, 8\$aAccompanied by user manual.  
561: 3501, 0.0273569954283, \\$aProvenance: Gift of Jay I. Kislak Foundation.$5DLC  
562: 16, 0.00012502482915, \\$aBound in half sheep and marbled boards, spine gilt, original printed 
stiffened paper covers preserved.$5the  
563: 37, 0.000289119917409, \\$aNLM copy volumes bound uniformly in contemporary mottled 
sheepskin.$5DNLM  
565: 2399, 0.0187459103206, \\$a34 card-images.  
567: 1503, 0.0117445198882, 8\$aUniverse: All business establishments in the 50 States and the District of 
Columbia with one or more paid employees, excluding agriculture production, railroad, government, and 
household employment.  
570: 1503, 0.0117445198882, \\$aEditors: 1863-77, Bruno Hildebrand (with Johannes Conrad, 1872-77); 
1878-90, Johannes Conrad; 1891-June 1915, Johannes Conrad, Edgar Loening (with Ludwig Elster, 1891-
97; Wilhelm Lexis, 1891- Sept. 1914; Heinrich Waentig, 1905-June 1915); July 1915-19 Ludwig Elster 
(with Edgar Loening, July 1915-Feb.1919; Heinrich Waentig, July 1915-June 1919).  
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580: 56651, 0.44267384976, \\$aForms part of: Stout Series 18, University of Wisconsin--Stout, 
Miscellaneous publications.  
581: 2269, 0.0177300835838, \\$aYoung, Stephen E. "'By command of Her Majesty': an introduction to the 
Command papers of the United Kingdom." Law Library Journal, 92 (winter 2000), p. 81-90.  
583: 73, 0.000570425782995, 1\$adigitized$c2010$hHathiTrust Digital Library$lcommitted to 
preserve$2pda$5MiAaHDL  
585: 446, 0.00348506711255, \\$aCatalogue of an exhibition held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery, London, 
October - November 1959.  
586: 9393, 0.0733973887627, \\$aChoice Outstanding Academic Books and Nonprint Materials  
588: 51472, 0.402204875374, \\$aDescription based on print version record.  
590: 185, 0.00144559958704, \\$aSERBIB/SERLOC merged record  
598: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, 00$aItem 6 of 7 bound together.  
599: 64, 0.000500099316599, \\$aFilmed with: Bombay (India : State). Revenue Survey Dept. Papers 
relating to the revision survey settlement of the Bardoli Taluka of the Surat Collectorate.  
600: 2039965, 15.9403922248, 10$aMarshall, Paule,$d1929-  
605: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \0$aRussian literature$xOutlines, syllabi, etc.  
610: 957739, 7.48382217781, 20$aAmerican Institute of Landscape Architects.  
611: 22150, 0.173081247854, 20$aConference for Landscape Architects and Landscape 
Contractors$d(1951 :$cUniversity of Georgia, Athens)  
620: 6, 4.68843109311e-05, 00$6880-05$aZhongguo gong chan dang$vComic books, strips, etc.  
630: 248224, 1.93963519943, 00$6880-06$aShu jing.  
632: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 1\$aCeased with Apr. 2010.  
635: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$6880-04$aSeitō.  
648: 698, 0.00545420817165, \7$aGeschichte 1890-1914$2swd  
650: 14094871, 110.138052416, \0$aGardening$vBibliography./  
651: 3459252, 27.0307743929, \0$aCentral Park (New York, N.Y.)  
653: 356882, 2.78869444229, \\$aFiction in English$aAmerican writers$aWolfe, Thomas, 1900-1938 - 
Correspondence, diaries, etc.  
654: 498, 0.00389139780728, \\$aFalse perspective$2aat  
655: 572836, 4.47617018942, \7$aBroadsides$zGermany$y19th century$2rbgenr  
656: 3764, 0.0294120910575, \7$aLandscape architects.$2lcsh  
657: 43, 0.00033600422834, \7$aManufacturers.$2lcsh  
658: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aHistory and memory$2local  
662: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aCanada, Eastern.  
680: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \2$aDepression, Postpartum.  
690: 762012, 5.95440125687, \9$aArchitecture$xHistory.$5des  
691: 128915, 1.00734849061, \9$aCambridge, Mass.$5des  
692: 493, 0.00385232754817, 10$aBrentano, Clemens,$d1778-1842$xSocieties, periodicals, etc.  
693: 12536, 0.0979569536388, 20$aCatholic Church$xMissions$vPeriodicals.  
694: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 29$aNorth/South Institute  
695: 257, 0.00200821131822, \0$aBible$pO.T.$xCriticism, interpretation, etc.$vPeriodicals.  
700: 5553038, 43.3917267007, 1\$aBlossom, Elizabeth T.  
710: 2990603, 23.3687268206, 2\$aSan Francisco Museum of Art.  
711: 52956, 0.413800928278, 2\$aNational Conference of Instructors in Landscape 
Architecture$d(1971 :$cEugene, Oregon)  
712: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 2\$6880-04$aZhongguo zuo jia xie hui.$bXinjiang Weiwu'er Zizhiqu fen hui  
720: 396, 0.00309436452145, 2\$aEURECOM.  
730: 139841, 1.09272482082, 0\$aGeographical review.  
739: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aHd Cpy.  
740: 314721, 2.45924620343, 0\$aNoxious weeds and insects.  
751: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, \\$aLarisa (Greece : Nome)  
752: 887009, 6.93113429245, \\$aUnited States$bMassachusetts$dBoston.  
753: 352, 0.00275054624129, \\$aApple II$bApplesoft Basic.  
754: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, 
\\$cKingdom$aAnimalia$cPhylum$aChordata$cSubphylum$aVertebrata$cClass$aReptilia$cOrder$aSqua
mata$cSuborder$aAutarchoglossa$cFamily$aScincidae$cGenus$aOphiomorus$cSpecies$amaranjabensis.$
2Integrated Taxonomic Information System  
755: 8, 6.25124145748e-05, \\$aVideotapes.$2aat  
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760: 5653, 0.0441728349489, 0\$tYayÄ±n (Devlet Ä°statistik EnstitÃ¼sÃ¼ (Turkey))  
762: 343, 0.0026802197749, 1\$tBulletin de l'Institut d'histoire du temps prÃ©sent. SupplÃ©ment  
765: 890, 0.00695450612145, 0\$tSovetskoe voennoe obozrenie$w(DLC) 79647123$w(OCoLC)4357722  
767: 674, 0.00526667092793, 1\$tTeá¸¥umin. English. Selections. Crossroads$w(DLC)   
90641910$w(OCoLC)20686005  
770: 6425, 0.0502052829554, 0\$tHessische Familienkunde. Beiheft  
772: 5944, 0.0464467240291, 0\$aIsrael. MiÅ›rad ha-otsar. Agaf mas hakhnasah.$tTokhnit Ê»avodat ha-
agaf$w(DLC)sn 92025834$w(OCoLC)26649390  
773: 112354, 0.877939978393, 0\$aGartenkunst, Nov. 1938; vol 51, no. 11, p. 6-7.  
774: 352, 0.00275054624129, 0\$tSixteen famous American plays / Bennett Cerf, editor.$dNew York, 
[1941]  
775: 14422, 0.112694255375, 1\$tTiempo; semenario de la vida y la verdad$fspa$g1946-  
776: 121437, 0.94891501109, 08$iOnline version:$aIsrael. MiÅ›rad ha-á¸¥inukh á¹¿eha-tarbut.$tPirke 
mahashavah u-musar.$dJerusalem : Misrad ha-hinukh veha-tarbut, ha-Mahlakah le-tarbut toranit, 
[1965/66]-$w(OCoLC)644570484  
777: 1832, 0.0143153429376, 1\$aYork Pioneer and Historical Society.$tReport.  
779: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, \\$aMF-7726$areel 145$aitem 4.  
780: 134189, 1.04855979992, 00$tDuaá¸¥ ha-naÅ›i á¹¿e-duá¸¥ot shel memalÊ¾e tafá¸³idim aá¸¥erim.  
785: 125250, 0.978709990687, 00$aIsrael. Tseva haganah le-YiÅ›raÊ¾el. Mifá¸³edet ezor RetsuÊ»at 
Ê»Azah.$tMinsharim, tsaá¹¿im á¹¿e-hodaÊ»ot shel Mifá¸³edet ezor RetsuÊ»at Ê»Azah$w(DLC)sn 
89026439  
786: 5, 3.90702591093e-05, 08$nhttp://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t4pk08n37  
787: 31141, 0.243337387784, 1\$w(DLC) 45042979  
789: 1275, 0.00996291607286, 0\$a[1]$jSRC-MBC B1.$tWest elevation.$pGraphite, watercolor on tracing 
paper ; 42 x 53 cm.  
793: 4, 3.12562072874e-05, 0\$aSafari tech books online  
794: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, 23$a9474  
796: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$aIreland.$cDublin.$d1832.  
800: 74064, 0.578739934134, 1\$aBalzac, HonorÃ© de,$d1799-1850.$tOeuvres de M. de 
Balzac.$pRomans historiques.$f1834.  
810: 96336, 0.75277449631, 2\$aUrban Land Institute.$tULI research report ;$v24.  
811: 1772, 0.0138464998283, 2\$aInternational School of Physics "Enrico Fermi."$tProceedings of the 
International School of Physics "Enrico Fermi" ;$vcourse 80.  
830: 2489109, 19.4500267162, \0$aFarmers' bulletin (United States. Department of Agriculture) ;$vno. 
185.  
840: 15, 0.000117210777328, \|$aMonograph: Paleontology ;$vv. 2.  
841: 1, 7.81405182185e-06, \\$5Cfil$ax$b0403044u 8 1001uu 0901128$e4  
849: 325, 0.0025395668421, \\$bLAM$cGEN$hVA68.G8$iL57 2009  
850: 10, 7.81405182185e-05, \\$aDLC$aMH  
852: 241, 0.00188318648907, 0\$aMH  
853: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, 33$81$avyp.$i(year)  
856: 565, 0.00441493927935, 41$3Table of 
Contents$uhttp://metsviewer.lib.berkeley.edu/techtoc/ucb/mets/50906007.xml  
863: 2, 1.56281036437e-05, 41$81$a<1>$i<1982>$xprovisional  
865: 3, 2.34421554656e-05, 41$uhttp://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?did=1&uin=uk.bl.ethos.233378.  
866: 1196, 0.00934560597894, 00$aADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON 
MICROFILM FROM MIKROPRESS.  
871: 23, 0.000179723191903, \\$j110/1$aGreat Britain.$bSovereigns, etc., 1625-1649 (Charles I)  
880: 5123255, 40.0333800666, 1\$6100-01$aרודגיבא, בקעי ןב  םהרבא רכששי בד,$d1896-1967.  
886: 16062, 0.125509300363, 2\$2jpnmarc$a677$b319  
890: 18, 0.000140652932793, \\$aStudi sul boccaccio. (Sansoni editore) Firenze.  
899: 419753, 3.27997169438, \\$a415_565076  
906: 12797817, 100.002805245, \\$0MH  
988: 12797457, 99.9999921859, \\$a20020608  
LDR: 12797458, 100.0, 00553nam a22001577u 4500      
A.2. MARC Tag Usage of UIUC 10 Million Records  
#The program measures MARC tag usage of UIUC records in each file out of 89 files. 
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#The test was done during Sept. 30 - Oct. 5, 2013 by Boaz Sunyoung Jin 
import string 
statisticDic={} #investigating how many time a tag used in all UIUC record 
def UIUCRecords(): 
        totalUIUCrecords=0 #count how many records UIUC has 
        filename="UIUC21.xml"#"UIUC"+str(iden)+".xml"  #set up each file name of UIUC files 
        print filename 
        fhandle=open(filename,'r')#open each file 
        fcontent=fhandle.read()#read each file 
        fhandle.close()#close the file         
        if '<marc:record>' in fcontent: 
            records=fcontent.split('<marc:record>') #find each record of UIUC 
        elif '<record>' in fcontent: 
            records=fcontent.split('<record>') 
        totalUIUCrecords=len(records)-1 
        #print records 
        for i in range(1, len(records)):#for all lines of UIUC MARCXML each record 
            marcrecord=records[i].split('tag="')#split each record by line 
            #print marcrecord 
            for j in range(1, len(marcrecord)):#check a line in each record of UIUC MARCXML 
                tags=marcrecord[j].split('"') 
                key=tags[0] 
                #content=tags[1].split("</")[0] 
                if key in statisticDic:#whether "leader" is in keys of statisticDic. 
                    statisticDic[key]=statisticDic[key]+1#if "leader" is in keys, add 1 into statisticDic[key] 
                else:#if "leader" isn't in keys, set the new key, "leader" 
                    statisticDic[key]=1#and initialize statisticDic[key] as 1. 
                #if i==1 or i==2 or i==3 or i==4 or i==len(records)-3 or i==len(records)-2 or i==len(records)-1: 
                    #print i, tags, key,content, statisticDic[key] 
                                    
        return totalUIUCrecords #return total number of UIUC records 
             
totalrecords=int(UIUCRecords())#call the function 
print "total number of records ofUIUC MARCXML records:", totalrecords#print total records number 
filename2="UIUCRecordsFinal21.txt"#set up output file name 
fhandle2=open(filename2,'w')#open the output file 
keylist=statisticDic.keys()#find keys of statisticDic dictionary 
keylist.sort()#sort by key 
value="total records number of 21 UIUC MARCXML records:"+str(totalrecords)+"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
print "key: statisticDic[key], averagepercentage" 
value="key: statisticDic[key], averagepercentage" +"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
for key in keylist:#print results 
    averagepercent=(statisticDic[key]/float(totalrecords))*100 #percentage of each tag 
    print "%s: %s, %s" %(key, statisticDic[key], averagepercent) 
    value=str(key)+":"+str(statisticDic[key])+","+str(averagepercent)+"\n" 
    fhandle2.write(value) #record the result in .txt file 
fhandle2.close() 
 
#The program shows the total MARC tag usage for all UIUC records in 89 files. 
import string 
tagtotalDic={} #dictionary that key is MARC tag and key value is value/content of MARC tag 
statisticDic={} #investigating how many time a tag used in all UIUC record 
def UIUCRecordsTotal(): 
    totalUIUCrecords=0 #count how many records UIUC has 
    for iden in range(1,90):#repeat reading and making continue dictionary with UIUC files 
        if iden<10: 
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            iden="0"+str(iden) 
        filename="UIUCRecordsFinal"+str(iden)+".txt"  #set up each file name of UIUC files 
        #print filename 
        fhandle=open(filename,'r')#open each file 
        fcontent=fhandle.read()#read each file 
        fhandle.close()#close the file 
        lines=fcontent.split('\n') 
        totalUIUCrecords=totalUIUCrecords+int(lines[0].split(':')[1]) 
        #print totalUIUCrecords 
        for i in range(2,len(lines)-1): 
            infoaline=lines[i].split(':') 
            #print infoaline 
            tag=infoaline[0] 
            #print tag 
            taginfo=infoaline[1].split(',') 
            #print taginfo 
            if tag in tagtotalDic and tag in statisticDic:                 
                tagtotalDic[tag]=tagtotalDic[tag]+int(taginfo[0]) 
                statisticDic[tag]=statisticDic[tag]+float(taginfo[1]) 
            else: 
                tagtotalDic[tag]=0 
                statisticDic[tag]=0 
                tagtotalDic[tag]=tagtotalDic[tag]+int(taginfo[0]) 
                statisticDic[tag]=statisticDic[tag]+float(taginfo[1]) 
            #print tag, tagtotalDic[tag], statisticDic[tag] 
         
print "All total records number of UIUC MARCXML records:", totalUIUCrecords#print total records 
number 
filename2="TotalUIUCRecordsFinalII.txt"#set up output file name 
fhandle2=open(filename2,'w')#open the output file 
keylist=statisticDic.keys()#find keys of statisticDic dictionary 
keylist.sort()#sort by key 
value="All total records number of UIUC MARCXML records:"+str(totalUIUCrecords)+"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
print "key: tagtotalDic[key], averagepercentage" 
value="key: tagtotalDic[key], averagepercentage" +"\n" 
fhandle2.write(value) 
for key in keylist:#print results 
        averagepercent=(statisticDic[key]/89.0) #percentage of each tag 
        print "%s: %s, %s" %(key, tagtotalDic[key], averagepercent) 
        value=str(key)+":"+str(tagtotalDic[key])+","+str(averagepercent)+"\n" 
        fhandle2.write(value) #record the result in .txt file 
fhandle2.close()                
                                      
UIUCRecordsTotal() 
 
#The Total Result merged by all data from 89 files of UIUC 
All total records number of UIUC MARCXML records:9965264 





































































































































































































































































































































Appendix B- The Developed Crosswalks 

























Common Terminology (CT) 
--Leader and 
Directory-- 













-typeGenre values will be translated by values based on 
the tables of leader 06 and leader 07.  
Leader 06 - Type of record 
a, t text 
e, f cartographic 
c, d notated music 
i, j sound recording  
[Used when a sound recording contains a mixture of 
musical and nonmusical sound or if the user does not 
need to make a distinction between musical and 
nonmusical sound recordings] 
i sound recording - nonmusical 
j sound recording - musical 
k still image  
[not exact mapping; some still images coded "g"] 
g moving image 
o kit 
r three dimensional object 
m software, multimedia 
Leader 07 - Bibliographic level 
a - Monographic component part 
b - Serial component part 
c - Collection 
d – Subunit 
i - Integrating resource 
m - Monograph/Item 
s – Serial    
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description type=”issuance”  
if Leader/07 (code b) then value: continuing 
if Leader/07 (code a,c,d) then value: monographic 
if Leader/07 (code m) and Leader/19 
(code a,b, or c) 
then value: multipart monograph 
if Leader/07 (code m) and Leader/19 
(code #) 
then value: single unit 
if Leader/07 (code i) then value: integrating resource 





































































008/07-10 if 008/06= c,d, e,i,k,m,u p, q, r,s, t  
008/11-14 if 008/06=c,d,i,k,m,u, q (LC) 
If (06) is b, add B.C. before (07-10) Date 1. 
 
date type=”copyright” 008/11-14 if 008/06=t 




MARC MODS                                                     CT Values 
008/18 CR code a <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Annual 
008/18 CR code b <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Bimonthly 
008/18 CR code c <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Semiweekly 
008/18 CR code d <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Daily 
008/18 CR code e <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Biweekly 
008/18 CR code f <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Semiannual 
008/18 CR code g <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Biennial 
008/18 CR code h <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Triennial 
008/18 CR code i <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Three times a week
008/18 CR code j <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Three times a 
month 
008/18 CR code k <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Continuously 
updated 
008/18 CR code m <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Monthly 
008/18 CR code q <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Quarterly 
008/18 CR code s <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Semimonthly 
008/18 CR code t <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Three times a year
008/18 CR code u <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Unknown 
008/18 CR code w <frequency authority="marcfrequency">Weekly 













   (code d)    adolescent 
  (code e)    adult 
   (code g)    general 
   (code b,c,j)    juvenile 
   (code a)    preschool 
   (code f)    specialized 
 
format authority=”LCMARCform”  (LC, MARC Form of 
Item Term List) 
008/23 MU,MM 
or 008/29 MP, 
VM 




 (code f)  braille 
 (code s)  electronic 
 (code b)  microfiche 
 (code a)  microfilm 
 (code blank, r)  print 











 (code blank, r)  print 
 
typeGenre type=”genre” authority=”LCMARCgenre” 
Genre 008/21-33 CT values from MODS <genre> 
various positions <genre authority="marcgt"> 
[repeat tag for each new 
value] and value [where two MARC 
elements are indicated, only 
generate one <genre>]: 
008/24+ BK,CR (code a) abstract or summary 
008/33 VM (code a) art original 
008/33 VM (code c) art reproduction 
008/25 MP (code e) atlas 
   or 007/01 MP (code d) 
008/30-31 MU (code a) autobiography 
008/24+ BK,CR (code b) bibliography 
008/34 BK (codes a,b,c,d) biography 
008/30-31 MU (code b) biography 
008/24+ BK,CR (code 5) calendar 
008/24+ BK,CR (code c) catalog 
008/33 VM (code n) chart 
008/24+ BK,CR (code 6) comic or graphic novel 
008/33 BK (code c) comic strip 
008/29 BK,CR (code 1) conference publication 
008/30-31 MU (code c) conference publication 
008/21 CR (code d) database 
   or 008/26 CF (code e) 
008/24+ BK,CR (code d) dictionary 
008/33 VM (code d) diorama 
008/24+ BK,CR (code r) directory 
008/24+ BK,CR (code k) discography 
008/33 BK (code d) drama 
008/30-31 MU (code d) drama 
008/24+ BK,CR (code e) encyclopedia 
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008/33 BK (code e) essay 
008/30-31 MU (code e) essay 
008/30 BK (code 1) festschrift 
008/33 BK (code 1) fiction 
008/30-31 MU (code f) fiction 
008/24+ BK,CR (code q) filmography 
008/33 VM (code f) filmstrip 
008/33 VM (code o) flash card 
008/30-31 MU (code o) folktale 
008/26 CF (code f) font 
008/26 CF (code g) game 
008/33 VM (code k) graphic 
008/25 MP (code d) globe 
008/24+ BK,CR (code f) handbook 
008/30-31 MU (code h) history 
008/33 BK (code h) humor, satire 
008/30-31MU (code k) humor, satire 
008/24+ BK,CR (code i) index 
008/30-31 MU (code i) instruction 
008/30-31 MU (code t) interview 
008/33 VM (code b) kit 
008/30-31 MU (code j) language instruction 
008/24+ BK,CR (code w) law report or digest 
008/24+ BK,CR (code g) legal article 
008/24+ BK,CR (code v) legal case and case notes 
008/24+ BK,CR (code l) legislation 
008/33 BK (code i) letter 
008/21 CR (code l) loose-leaf 
008/25 MP (code a,b,c) map 
   or 007/01 MP (code j) 
008/30-31 MU (code m) memoir 
008/33 VM (code p) microscope slide 
008/33 VM (code q) model 
  or 007/01 MP (code q) 
008/33 VM (code m) motion picture 
008/21 CR (code n) newspaper 
008/33 BK (code f) novel 
008/26 CF (code a) numeric data 
008/24+ BK (code 2) offprint 
008/24+ BK (code j) patent 
008/21 CR (code p) periodical 
008/33 VM (code i) picture 
008/33 BK (code p) poetry 
008/30-31 MU (code p) poetry 
008/24+ BK,CR (code p) programmed text 
008/33 VM (code r) realia 
008/30-31 MU (code r) rehearsal 
007/01 MP (code r) remote sensing image 
008/30-31 MU (code g) reporting 
008/24+ BK,CR (code o) review 
008/21 CR (code m) series 
008/33 BK (code j) short story 
008/33 VM (code s) slide 
008/26 CF (code h) sound 
008/30-31 MU (code s) sound 
008/33BK (code s) speech 
008/30-31 MU (code l) speech 
008/24+ BK (code u) standard or specification 
008/24+ BK,CR (code s) statistics 
008/24+ BK,CR (code n) survey of literature 
008/33 VM (code l) technical drawing 
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008/24+ BK,CR (code t) technical report 
008/24+ BK,CR (code m) theses 
008/33 VM (code w) toy 
008/33 VM (code t) transparency 
008/24+ BK,CR (code z) treaty 
008/33 VM (code v) videorecording 
008/21 CR (code w) web site 
008/24+ BK,CR (code y) yearbook 
 































































































identifier type="ismn"  024 ind1=2 $a 




















































subject type=”temporal” 033 $a  
type=”spatial” 033 $b,$c 
034: v 1.37 0.86 1.0 subject type=”spatial”  
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description type=”recordinfo”  






















authority=”LCMARCauthentication” (LC, MARC 
Authentication Action Code List)  
























publisher type=”place” authority=”iso3166” in 























date type=”issued” 046 $c, 046 $e, 046 $k, 046 $l 
type=”modified” 046 $j(LC)  








































































subject type=”classification” authority="udc" 
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subject type=”classification” authority=”sudocs”  
086 ind1=0 $a 
type=”classification” authority=”candocs” 
086 ind1=1 $a (LC) 




















contributor name=”personal”  
100, 700 ind1=0,1(personal) 
100, 700 ind1=3(family) 
and role will be decided based on $e - Relator term (R), 

















contributor name=”corporate”  




































130, 240 $a$d$f$k$l$m$o$r$s, 
730 $a$d$f$k$l$m$o$r if ind2 is not 2, 
form authority=”LCgmd”  (LC, 1.1C. Optional addition. 
General material designation) 130$h 
210: 0\$aSci. rep. 
- Fox Chase 










title type="abbreviated" 210 $a  
title type=”subtitle”210 $b 
222: 
\0$aScientific 












































title type="translated” 242 $a 
title type=”subtitle” 242 $b 













ns 2028 3 073 
=245  
10$aGarden-craft 
old and new 
/$cby the late 
John D. 














title 245 $a$f$g$k$s 
right type=”holder” 245 $c 
title type=”subtitle” 245 $b 
form authority=”LCgmd” 245,246,730$h 
=246  3\$aSan 
Bonaventura, 
















title type="translated" 246 $a with ind2=1 
title type=”subtitle” 246 $b 
title type="alternative” 246 $a$f 

















































publisher  type=”place”  260 $a 
publisher 260 $b 
date type=”issued” 260$c, 260$g, 260 
$c if Ldr/06=d,f,p, or t  
264: 
\1$aShanghae :$
















publisher type=”place” 264 $a 
publisher 264 $b  































































































x format type=”medium”  






















































































































































description type=”bibliography”504 $a $b 
=505  0\$av.1. 
Hyde Park -- v.2. 
St. James's Park -














description type=”tableOfContents”  
 
506: 1\$3Vol. 33 
(2008)-









































































































































































description type=”audience” authority=”LCMARCtarget” 
521 $a$b 
008/22 BK,CF,MU,VM 











































subject type=”spatial” 533 $b 
date type=”issued” 533 $d 






















*type=”original” is the same with “source” of DC and 
QDC, which is “a related resource from which the 
described resource is derived” (DCMI, Dublin Core 
Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1). The source is used to 
distinguish source databases (e.g., UIUC, MIT, Harvard, 
OCLC etc.) for identifier of CT. The source concept of 











































































































x right type=”holder”  



















































description type=”descriptionOther”  





























































































ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 

















ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 
ind2=5: authority=”csh"   ind2=6:authority=”rvm" 

















ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 

















ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 





































ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 
ind2=5: authority=”csh"   ind2=6:authority=”rvm"  






















ind2=0: authority=”lcsh” ind2=1:authority="lcshac" 
ind2=2:authority="mesh" ind2=3: authority=”nal" 
ind2=5: authority=”csh"   ind2=6:authority=”rvm"  











































































contributor name =”personal” 
authority=”LCMARCrelators”  
roles will be decided based on MARC roles in the 
authority in CTRelator in CTscheme. 


















contributor name=”corporate”  
authority=”LCMARCrelators”  
roles will be decided based on MARC roles in the 
authority in CTRelator in CTscheme. 






















contributor name=”meeting”  
authority=”LCMARCrelators”  
roles will be decided based on MARC roles in the 
authority in CTRelator in CTscheme  


















roles will be decided based on MARC roles in the 

















730 $a$d$f$k$l$m$o$r if ind2 is not 2 
format authority=”LCgmd” 730$h 
relation type="constituent"730 only if ind2=2 
740: 02$aTi wu 











740 $a$h if ind2 is not 2 
relation type="constituent"740 only if ind2=2 
751: \\$aLarisa 





















































































































civil rights civil 
liberties law 
review,$gv. 9, 














relation type=”isPartOf”  
774: 0\$tSixteen 
famous 
American plays / 
Bennett Cerf, 
editor.$dNew 






































relation type=”otherVersion”  
776: 08$iOnline 
version:$aCooga
n, John W.$tEnd 
of 
neutrality.$dItha




































































on 81st annual 
























































































































identifier type=”collection”  852 $a$b$j$e,  





















identifier Value can be literal or nonliteral (uri). 
 
identifier type=”uri”  856 $u with ind2=#,0,1,8,  
856 $u $y $3, with ind2=#,0,1,8, 856 $z 
format type="medium" authority="rfc2046" 856 $q 
906: \\$0DLC 100.
0028 






















identifier type=”identifierOther”  
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B.2. DC from/to CT Crosswalk 
MARC fields DC Element Implementation Notes 
100, 110, 111, 700, 710, 711 Contributor contributor contributor(DC), 720 
100, 700: name=”personal” 
110, 710: name=”corporate” 
111, 711: name=”meeting” 
720 
651, 662 Coverage subject type=”spatial”  coverage(DC), 651, 752, 662, 752   
751, 752 
 Creator contributor role=”creator” 
008/07-10 Date date no type for date of DC. 
260 $c: date type=”issued” 
260 $g: date type=”created” 260$c$g 
500-599, except 506, 530, 540, 546 Description description 500, 501, 516, description(DC) 
340 Format format type="medium" authority="rfc2046" 
format (DC), 856$q, Format IMT(QDC) 856$q 




Identifier identifier type="isbn"020$a, type="issn"022$a, 
type=”idenitifierOther” 024 except ind1= 2 
 
identifier source=”OCLC” type=”controlNumber” 
identifier source=”MIT”, or source=”Harvard” identifier 
(DC, QDC), 856$u except with ind2=#,0,1,8, 856 $u $y $3 
with ind2=#,0,1,8, 856 $z 
856$u  identifier type=”uri”  856$u with ind2=#,0,1,8, 856 $u $y $3 





Language language authority ="iso639-2" 
language  
language  
260$a$b Publisher publisher 260 $b, publisher (DC) 
publisher type=”place”  260 $a  
date type=”issued” 260$c 
530, 760-787$o$t Relation relation  Relation(DC) 
506, 540 Rights right right(DC), 540 
right type=”access” 506 
534$t 
786$o$t 
Source relation type="original"534, 786, Source(DC) 
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050, 060, 080, 082 
600, 610, 611, 630, 650, 653 
Subject subject with different authorities like QDC mapping. 
245, 246 (210, 222, 240, 242,243, 
and n247) 
Title title 245, type="abbreviated” 210 $a, type=”key” 222, 
type=" uniform" 240, 243,  type="translated" 242 
Leader06, Leader07 
655 
Type typeGenre authority=”DCMItype” 
type (DC) authority=”LCMARCtype” Leader06, Leader07 
typeGenre type=”genre” authority=”LCMARCgenre” 655 
B.3. (Q)DC from/to CT Crosswalk 
MARC fields DC Element DC Qualifier(s) Implementation Notes 
541$c Accrual Method   description type="provenance" 
310$a Accrual Periodicity   description type=”frequency” 
authority=”LCMARCfrequency” (310,321) 
521 Audience   description type=”audience” 
authority=”LCMARCtarget” 
100, 700, 720$e Contributor 
Ex. 
dc.contributor.author 
Value in $e. contributor contributor(QDC), 720 
contributor name=”personal”  Contributor 
Value in $e. 
contributor role=”author” 
a role is decided by $e. 
110, 710,  contributor name=”corporate”  Contributor 
Value in $e. 
111, 711$e contributor name=”meeting” 







authority=”tgn” coverage spatial TGN 
(QDC) 
522 
650$z, 651, 662 
751, 752 










coverage spatial ISO3166 (QDC) 
044$c publisher type=”place” authority=”iso3166” 
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033$a Coverage Temporal subject type=”temporal” 
 
subject type=”spatial” 513(DCtoMcw) 
533 $b 
260$c if precedes date Date Copyrighted date type=”copyright” 008/11-
14 if 008/06=t, date copyrighted (QDC)  
but, 260$c: date type=”issued” 
542$g right type=”copyright” 
260$c$g Date Created date type=”issued” Date created (QDC) 
 
533$d 
008/07-10 Date Issued date type=”issued” date issued (QDC), 
260$c, 008/07-10 
260$c 
046$j Date Modified date type=”modified”  date modified (QDC), 
046 $j 
046$m$n Date Valid date type=”available” date valid (QDC), 
46$m$n 
520 if ind1=# or 3 Description Abstract description type=”abstract” 
505 Description TableofContents description type=”tableOfContents” 
300$a Format Extent format type=”extent”  300$a, 533$e, format 
extent(QDC) 
533$e 
856$q IMT format type="medium" authority="rfc2046" 
856$q, Format IMT(QDC) 
340$a Medium format type=”medium” 340$a, Format 
Medium (QDC) 
856$u Identifier URI identifier type=”uri”  
 Identifier URI (QDC), 856 $u with 
ind2=#,0,1,8, 856 $u $y $3 with ind2=#,0,1,8, 
856 $z 
008/35-37 Language IS0369-2(x) but 
ISO639-2 
language authority =" iso639-2" 
041 with no $2 ISO639-2 language authority ="iso639-2" 
 
language authority ="iso639-3" 
language authority ="rfc1766" 
language authority ="rfc3066" 
041 with $2=iso639-3 ISO639-3 
041 with $2=rfc1766 RFC1766 
041 with $2=rfc3066 RFC3066 
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041 with $2=rfc4646 RFC4646  
language authority ="rfc4646" 
561 Provenance   description type=”provenance” 561, 
provenance(QDC) 
530 Relation HasFormat relation type="otherFormat"Relation 
HasFormat(QDC),530,776 
776$n$t 
530$u Relation HasFormat 
URI 
relation type="otherFormat” (values can be uri) 
 Relation HasFormat URI, 530$u, 776$o 
776$o 
774$n$t Relation HasPart relation type="constituent" Relation HasPart 
(QDC), 700, 710, 711, 730, 740 ind2=2 
774$o Relation HasPart 
URI 
relation type="constituent"(values can be uri) 
 Relation HasPart URI, 774$o, ), 700, 710, 
711, 730, 740 ind2=2 
775$n$t Relation HasVersion Relation 
type=”otherVersion” 775 $t, Relation 
HasVersion (QDC) 
775$o Relation HasVersion 
URI 
relation type=”otherVersion”  (values can be 
uri) 
 775 $o, Relation HasVersion URI (QDC) 
n530 Relation IsFormatOf relation type="otherFormat" 
 
n776$n$t 
n530$u Relation IsFormatOf 
URI 
relation type="otherFormat"(values can be uri) 
 Relation HasFormat URI, 530$u, 776$o 
n776$o 
440, 490, 800, 810, 
811, 830 
Relation IsPartOf relation type="isPartOf"440, 490, 800, 810, 
811, 830,760, 773$n$t , Relation IsPartOf 
(QDC) 
760, 773$n$t 
760, 773$o Relation IsPartOf 
URI 
relation type="isPartOf"(values can be uri)  
Relation IsPartOf URI (QDC), 760 $o, 773$o 
510 Relation IsReferencedBy relation type=”reference”  Relation 
IsReferencedBy (QDC), 510 
785$n$t Relation IsReplacedBy relation type=”replacement” 785 $t 
(values can be uri) 785$o  785$o Relation IsReplacedBy 
URI 
775,786$n$t Relation IsVersionOf relation type="original"  
786 $t, Relation IsVersionOf (QDC) 
(values can be uri) 786$o    Relation 
IsVersionOf  URI (QDC) 




780$n$t Relation Replaces relation type=”replacement” 780 $t 




Relation Requires relation type=”requirement”  538 
(values can be uri) 
506$a$d Rights AccessRights right type=”access” 
 Rights AccessRights (QDC) 
right 540 (values can be uri) 540$a$d   
542$d Rights RightsHolder rights type=”holder” 
rights RightsHolder(QDC),542 
786$o Source URI relation (values can be uri)  786$o, Source 
URI (QDC) 
082 Subject DDC subject authority="ddc" 
050 Subject LCC subject authority=”lcc” 
600, 610, 611, 630, 
650 if ind2=0 
Subject LCSH subject authority=”lcsh” 
600, 610, 611, 630, 
650 if ind2=2 
Subject MeSH subject authority="mesh" 
060 Subject NLM subject authority=”nlm” 
655 if ind2=7 & 
$2=tgn 
Subject TGN subject authority=”tgn” 
080 Subject UDC subject authority=”udc” 
245 Title   title  
130, 210, 240, 242, 
246, 730, 740 
Title Alternative title type="alternative" 
Leader06, Leader07 Type DCMI Type 
Vocabulary 
typeGenre (default) 
authority=”LCMARCtype”  Leader06, 
Leader07 
typeGenre (default) authority=”DCMItype”  
type DCMI type vocabulary (QDC) 








Appendix C- The Represented Common Terminology 
C.1. ct.xsd – CT XML schema 
<!--06/01/14 CT 1.0 is updated into 1.1 to solve the semantic error that points the same for 'other' sub-
properties of different properties in rdfs graph.  
    Thus, in 'format' property, sub-property 'other' has deleted. In 'date' property, 'other' sub-property has 
changed into 'dateOther.'  
    In 'description' property, 'other' has changed into 'descriptionOther.' In 'identifier' property, 'other' 
has changed into 'identifierOther.' 
    Modified by Boaz Sunyoung Jin, and supervised by Professor David Dubin and Dean Linda Smith 




    xmlns="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.0/" 
targetNamespace="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.0/" 
    elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified"> 
    <xs:annotation> 
        <xs:documentation xml:lang="en"> 
            To solve troublesome interoperability problems by using various metadata formats,  
            a Common Terminology (CT) of MARC, MODS, DC and QDC is suggested.  
            The goal of CT is to embrace diversity of metadata formats fulfilling needs of many 
communities, and  
            to provide uniformity to achieve and improve interoperability minimizing loss information and 
keeping accurate information. 
            CT of MARC and (Q)DC is a set of 12 Common Terms:  
                contributor, date, description, format, identifier, language, 
                publisher, relation, rights, subject, title, typeGenre. 
            CT has the reduced common terms than DC, but has more qualifiers/attributes than QDC  
            so that it can preserve much information from MARC and MODS.  
            That is to say, it is to achieve and improve metadata interoperability addressing existing  
            loss of data problems by different generality or specialty degrees, and addressing lack of 
standardizations.             
        </xs:documentation> 
    </xs:annotation> 
    <xs:element name="CT" type="anyCT"/> 
    <xs:complexType name="anyCT"> 
        <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
            <xs:element name="contributor" type="contributorType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="date" type="dateType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="description" type="descriptionType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="format" type="formatType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="identifier" type="identifierType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="language" type="languageType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="publisher" type="publisherType" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="relation" type="relationType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="rights" type="rightsType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="subject" type="subjectType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            <xs:element name="title" type="titleType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 




        </xs:choice> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="contributorType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                The name of a person, organization, or event (conference, meeting, etc.)  
                associated in some way with the resource (MODS). An entity responsible  
                for making contributions to the resource (Contributor of DC).  
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="name" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="personal"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="corporate"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="meeting"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="role" use="optional" type="xs:string"/> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:annotation> 
                        <xs:documentation> 
                            Authorities of ‘role’ attribute name are in CTRelators of CTScheme:  
                            LC MARC relators or unknown. 
                        </xs:documentation> 
                    </xs:annotation> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCrelators"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="Unknown"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="dateType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                A point or period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle of the resource (DC).  
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="dateValue"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="issued"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="copyright"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="available"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="modified"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="dateOther"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
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            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="descriptionType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                An account of the resource (DC). A term that designates how the resource is issued (MODS).  
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="recordinfo"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="issuance"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="authentication"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="edition"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="frequency"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="thesis"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="bibliography"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="tableOfContents"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="abstract"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="audience"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="provenance"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="action"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="descriptionOther"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:annotation> 
                        <xs:documentation> 
                            Authorities of ‘description’ attribute name are in CTDescription of CTScheme:  
                            LC MARC authentication, LC MARC frequency, or LC MARC target. 
                        </xs:documentation> 
                    </xs:annotation> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCauthentication"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCfrequency"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCtarget"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="formatType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                A designation of a particular physical presentation of a resource (form definition of MODS).  
                The file format, physical medium, or dimensions of the resource (DC). 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
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                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="extent"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="medium"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:annotation> 
                        <xs:documentation> 
                            Authorities of ‘dformat’ attribute name are in CTFormat of CTScheme:  
                            rfc2046, LC MARC form, or LC gmd. 
                        </xs:documentation> 
                    </xs:annotation> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="rfc2046"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCform"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCgmd"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="identifierType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context (DCMI).  
                And "location" identifies the institution or repository holding the resource,  
                or a remote location in the form of a URL where it is available (MODS) (LC).  
                Source definition: A related resource from which the described resource is derived (DCMI).  
                It identifies also where the described resource is from (e.g., Harvard, MIT, UIUC, or OCLC). 
It can be expandable. 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="source" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="Harvard"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="MIT"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="UIUC"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="OCLC"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LibraryOfCongress"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="ResearchLibrariesGroup"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="Vendor"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="collection"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="uri"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="doi"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="hdl"/> 
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                            <xs:enumeration value="controlNumber"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="lccn"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="nationalBibliographyNumber"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="isbn"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="issn"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="ismn"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="issueNumber"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="identifierOther"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="languageType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                A designation of the language in which the content of a resource is expressed. A language of 
the resource (DC). 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="languageValue"> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="iso639-2"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="iso639-3"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="rfc1766"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="rfc3066"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="rfc4646"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="publisherType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                The name of the entity that published, printed, distributed, released, issued, or produced the 
resource (MODS).  
                An entity responsible for making the resource available. It includes place concept of the 
below: 
                Definition of place-Name of a place associated with the issuing, publication, release, 
distribution, manufacture,  
                production, or origin of a resource (MODS).                 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="place"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
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                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="iso3166"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="relationType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                Information that identifies other resources related to the one being described (MODS). A 
related resource (DC). 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="original"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="isPartOf"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="reference"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="otherFormat"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="constituent"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="otherVersion"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="replacement"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="requirement"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="rightsType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                Information about rights held in and over the resource.             
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="access"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="holder"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="subjectType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
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                A term or phrase representing the primary topic(s) on which a work is focused (MODS). The 
topic of the resource (DC).           
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="spatial"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="temporal"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="classification"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="iso3166"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="lcsh"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="lcshac"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="mesh"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="csh"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="nal"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="rvm"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="lcc"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="ddc"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="udc"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="nlm"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="sudocs"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="candocs"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="tgn"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="subjectOther"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="titleType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                A word, phrase, character, or group of characters, normally appearing in a resource,  
                that names it or the work contained in it (MODS). A name given to the resource (DC).                 
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="abbreviated"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="uniform"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="key"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="translated"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="alternative"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="subtitle"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
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                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType> 
    <xs:complexType name="typeGenreType"> 
        <xs:annotation> 
            <xs:documentation> 
                A term that specifies the characteristics and general type of content of the resource (MODS).  
                The nature of the resource (DC).                
            </xs:documentation> 
        </xs:annotation> 
        <xs:simpleContent> 
            <xs:extension base="valueTypes"> 
                <xs:attribute name="type" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="genre"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute> 
                <xs:attribute name="authority" use="optional"> 
                    <xs:simpleType> 
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="DCMItype"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCtype"/> 
                            <xs:enumeration value="LCMARCgenre"/> 
                        </xs:restriction> 
                    </xs:simpleType> 
                </xs:attribute>  
            </xs:extension> 
        </xs:simpleContent> 
    </xs:complexType>     
    <xs:simpleType name="languageValue"> 
        <xs:union memberTypes="xs:string xs:language"/> 
    </xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:simpleType name="dateValue"> 
        <xs:union memberTypes="xs:date xs:dateTime xs:duration xs:gDay xs:gMonth xs:gMonthDay 
xs:gYear xs:gYearMonth xs:time xs:string"/> 
    </xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:simpleType name="valueTypes"> 
        <xs:union memberTypes="xs:string xs:anyURI"/> 
    </xs:simpleType> 
</xs:schema> 
C.2. ct.rdf – CT RDF schema 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!--06/01/14 CT 1.0 is updated into 1.1 to solve the semantic error that points the same for 'other' sub-
properties of different properties in rdfs graph.  
    Thus, in 'format' property, sub-property 'other' has deleted. In 'date' property, 'other' sub-property has 
changed into 'dateOther.'  
    In 'description' property, 'other' has changed into 'descriptionOther.' In 'identifier' property, 'other' has 
changed into 'identifierOther.' 
    Modified by Boaz Sunyoung Jin, and supervised by Professor David Dubin and Dean Linda Smith of 
Graduate School of Library and Information Science at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--> 
 
<rdf:RDF 
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
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    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
    xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 
    xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 
    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 
    xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#" 
    xmlns:CT="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/"> 
 
    <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/"> 
        <dc:title xml:lang="en-US">The Common Terminology Set v1.0 namespace providing access to its 
names by means of an RDF Schema 
        </dc:title> 
        <dc:publisher xml:lang="en-US">Graduate School of Library and Information 
Science</dc:publisher> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">The Common Terminology Set v1.0 namespace provides URIs for 
The Common Terminology Set v1.0. 
                Entries are declared using RDF Schema language to support RDF applications.</dc:description> 
        <dc:language xml:lang="en-US">English</dc:language> 
        <dcterms:issued>2014-03-25</dcterms:issued> 
    </rdf:Description> 
     
<!--contributor--> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">contributor</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">The name of a person, organization, or event (conference, meeting, 
etc.)  
            associated in some way with the resource (MODS).  
            An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource (Contributor of DC) 
</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">Include an entity primarily responsible for making the resource 
(creator of DC). 
            Typically, the name of a Contributor should be used to indicate the entity.</dc:description>         
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role"/>         
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">name</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">The name of a person, organization or event associated in some 
way with the resource(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/personal"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/corporate"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/meeting"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/personal"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">personal name</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">The name of a person associated in some way with the 
resource(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name" 
/> 




    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/corporate"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">corporate name</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">The name of a organization associated in some way with the 
resource(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">include a name of university or department</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/meeting"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">meeting name</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">The name of an event (conference, meeting, etc.) associated in 
some way with the resource(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name" 
/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">role</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">roles of contributor such as author, creator, .... or other, which are 
definec in LC MARC relators class.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor" /> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/"> 
        <rdfs:label>CT Relator</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>collection of authorities for defining CT Relators</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/LCMARCrelators"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/Unknown"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/LCMARCrelators"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC relators</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Code List for Relators</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/marc/relators/relaterm.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/Unknown"> 
        <rdfs:label>unknown</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>unknown Relators, such as MIT relators. ex. ordered authora</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>         
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
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<!-- date  -->   
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">date</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A point or period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle 
of the resource(DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">Typically, Date will be associated with the creation or availability 
of the resource.  Recommended best practice 
        for encoding the date value is defined in a profile of ISO 8601 [W3CDTF] and follows the YYYY-
MM-DD format.</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/issued"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/copyright"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/available"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/modified"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/dateOther"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/issued"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">issued</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Date of formal issuance (e.g., publication) of the 
resource(DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes created date</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/copyright"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">copyright</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">copyright date</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/available"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">available</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Date (often a range) that the resource will become or did become 
available(DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes the concept of valid, accepted, and accessioned 
date</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/modified"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">modified</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">modified date</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/dateOther"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">dateOther</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">other date</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
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<!-- description --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">description</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">An account of the resource (DC). A term that designates how the 
resource is issued (MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">Description may include but is not limited to: an abstract, 
            table of contents, reference to a graphical representation 
            of content or a free-text account of the content.</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/recordinfo"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/issuance"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/authentication"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/edition"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/frequency"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/thesis"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/bibliography"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/tableOfContents"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/abstract"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/audience"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/provenance"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/action"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/descriptionOther"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTDescription</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTDescription is a set of authorities: 
            - LCMARCauthentication (LC, MARC Authentication Action Code List) 
            - LCMARCfrequency (LC, MARC Frequency of Issue Term List) 
            - LCMARCtarget (LC, MARC Target Audience Term List) 
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCauthent
ication"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfreque
ncy"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget"/
> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/recordinfo"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">recordinfo</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">information about a record not object</rdfs:comment> 
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        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes latest record transaction, record change, cataloging 
agency, language,  
            transcribing agency, modifying agency, description conventions</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/issuance"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">issuance</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a term that designates how the resource is issued 
(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/authentication"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">authentication</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">authentication with LC MARC authentication</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCauthent
ication"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCauthentica
tion"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC authentication</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Authentication Action Code List</rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/marcauthen.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/edition"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">edition</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">edition or version</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/frequency"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">frequency</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a statement of publication frequency in a textual form 
(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfreque
ncy"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfrequency
"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC frequency</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Frequency of Issue Term List</rdfs:comment> 
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        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/marcfrequency.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/thesis"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">thesis</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">description about thesis</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/bibliography"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">bibliography</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">description about bibliography</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/tableOfContents"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">table of contents</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">description about table of contents</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/abstract"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">abstract</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">describe abstract including Summary, Subject, Review, Scope and 
content, Content advice</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/audience"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">audience</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">describe target audience.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget"/
> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC target</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Target Audience Term List</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/marctarget.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/provenance"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">provenance</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">include acquisition, Accrual Method</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 




    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/action"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">action</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">describe preservation information</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/descriptionOther"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">descriptionOther</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">describe others including sponsorship, eprint status, degree, 
citation of MIT.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
     
<!--  format --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">format</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A designation of a particular physical presentation of a resource 
(form definition of MODS).  
            The file format, physical medium, or dimensions of the resource (DC). 
            The physical or digital manifestation of the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">Typically, Format may include the media-type or dimensions of 
the resource. Format may be used to determine the software, 
            hardware or other equipment needed to display or operate the resource. Examples of dimensions 
include size and duration. 
            Recommended best practice is to select a value from a controlled vocabulary (for example, the list 
of Internet Media 
            Types [MIME] defining computer media formats)(DC). 
        </dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/extent"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/medium"/> 
        <skos:related rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTFormat</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTFormat is a set of authority attributes: 
            - authority=”LCMARCform” (LC, MARC Form of Item Term List) 
            - authority=”LCgmd” (LC) 
            - authority=”rfc2046” (NWG)             
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCMARCform"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCgmd"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/rfc2046"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
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    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCMARCform"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC form</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Genre/Form Code and Term Source Codes</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/sourcelist/genre-form.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCgmd"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC gmd</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>General Material Designation (GMD)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.uproc.lib.mi.us/cat/gmd.htm"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/rfc2046"> 
        <rdfs:label>rfc2046</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part Two:Media 
Types</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2046.txt"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/extent"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">extent</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a statement of the number and specific material of the units of the 
resource  
            that express physical extent (MODS). The size or duration of the resource (DC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/medium"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">medium</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">uses internet media type (IMT) in Vocabulary Encoding Schemes,  
            where IMT is the set of media types specified by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority  
            in http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types. And it includes media, carrier, performance 
medium</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
         
<!-- identifier  -->   
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">identifier</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context 
(DCMI).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">Recommended best practice is to identify the resource by means 
of a string or number conforming to a formal identification 
            system. Example formal identification systems include the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 
(including the Uniform Resource 
            Locator (URL)), the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and the International Standard Book Number 
(ISBN). 
            And it includes "location" that identifies the institution or repository holding the resource, or a 
remote location in the form of a URL where it is available (MODS) (LC, Top-level Element: location).  
            And it includes "Source," a related resource (database) from which the described resource is derived 
(DCMI, Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1).  
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            It identifies also where the described resource is from (e.g., Harvard, MIT, UIUC, or 
OCLC).</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/source"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/collection"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/controlNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/lccn"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/nationalBibliographyNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issn"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/ismn"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issueNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/identifierOther"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/source"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">source</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a related resource (database) from which the described resource is 
derived (DCMI, Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1).  
            It identifies also where the described resource is from (e.g., Harvard, MIT, UIUC, or 
OCLC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTIdentifier</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTIdentifier is a set of sources where the described resource comes 
from: 
            MIT, Harvard, UIUC, OCLC, DLC: Library of Congress, RLIN Research Libraries Group, VEN 
Vendor (Harvard).  
            It may include any organization, institution, or libraries that provide metadata records later.              
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Harvard"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/MIT"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/UIUC"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/OCLC"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/LibraryofCongress"
/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/ResearchLibrariesG
roup"/> 




            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Harvard"> 
        <rdfs:label>Harvard</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Harvard library resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://library.harvard.edu/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/MIT"> 
        <rdfs:label>MIT</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MIT library resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://libraries.mit.edu/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/UIUC"> 
        <rdfs:label>UIUC</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>UIUC library resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.library.illinois.edu/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/OCLC"> 
        <rdfs:label>OCLC</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>OCLC resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://oclc.org/en-US/home.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/LibraryofCongress"> 
        <rdfs:label>Library of Congress</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Library of Congress resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/ResearchLibrariesGrou
p"> 
        <rdfs:label>Research Libraries Group</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Research Libraries Group resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Vendor"> 
        <rdfs:label>Vendor</rdfs:label> 
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        <rdfs:comment>Vendor resource</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/collection"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">collection</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">An aggregation of resources(DCMI).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">uri</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">uniform resource identifier (uri)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/doi"/> 
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/hdl"/>  
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/isbn"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/doi"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">doi</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">digital object identifier (DOI)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/hdl"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">hdl</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">identifier by hdl</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/isbn"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">isbn</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">International Standard Book Number</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/controlNumber"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">control number</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">control number</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
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    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/lccn"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">lccn</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Library of Congress Control Number.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/nationalBibliographyNumber"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">national bibliography number</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issn"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">issn</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">International Standard Serial Number</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/ismn"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">ismn</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">International Standard Music Number (ISO 
10957)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issueNumber"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">issue number</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes matrix number, music publisher, music plate, or 
videorecording identifier</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/identifierOther"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">identifierOther</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes isrc, ean, sici, upc, aleph, govdoc, or 
pmid</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier" /> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
     
<!-- language --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/language"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">language</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A language of the intellectual content of the 
resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">A designation of the language in which the content of a resource 
is expressed. A language of the resource (DC).</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
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    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTLanguage</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTLanguage is a set of authorities that are standard language codes 
for languages.  
            It includes: 
            - iso639-2, http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/ (LC) 
            - iso639-3, http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp (SIL) 
            - rfc1766 (NWG, rfc1766, 1995)  
            - rfc3066 (NWG, rfc3066, 2001) 
            - rfc4646 (NWG, rfc4646, 2006). 
            - MARCCodeListforLanguages: http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_code.html  (LC, 
MARCCodeListforLanguages Part 2: Code Sequence).            
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-2"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-3"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc1766"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc3066"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc4646"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/MARCCodeListfor
Languages"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class>    
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-
2"> 
        <rdfs:label>iso639-2</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Codes for the representation of names of languages</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/php/code_list.php"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-
3"> 
        <rdfs:label>iso639-3</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>ISO 639-3 attempts to provide as complete an enumeration of languages as possible,  
            including living, extinct, ancient, and constructed languages, whether major or minor, written or 
unwritten</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc1766"> 
        <rdfs:label>rfc1766</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Tags for the Identification of Languages</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1766.txt"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
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        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc3066"> 
        <rdfs:label>rfc3066</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Tags for Identification of Languages</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3066.txt"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc4646"> 
        <rdfs:label>rfc4646</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Tags for Identifying Languages</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4646.txt"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/MARCCodeListforLa
nguages"> 
        <rdfs:label>MARC Code List for Languages</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Code List for Languages</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
     
<!-- publisher --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">publisher</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">An entity responsible for making the resource available 
(DC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">The name of the entity that published, printed, distributed, 
released, issued, or produced the resource (MODS).  
            Examples of a Publisher include a person, an organisation, or a service. Typically, the name of a 
Publisher should be used to indicate the entity. 
            It includes "place"-Name of a place associated with the issuing, publication, release, distribution, 
manufacture, production, or origin of a resource (MODS). 
        </dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher/place"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher/place"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">place</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Name of a place associated with the issuing, publication, release, 
distribution, manufacture, production, or origin of a resource (MODS)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
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<!-- relation --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">relation</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Information that identifies other resources related to the one being 
described (MODS). A related resource (DC).A reference to a related resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/original"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/isPartOf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/reference"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherFormat"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/constituent"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherVersion"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/replacement"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/requirement"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/original"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">original</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Source(DC), Relation IsVersionOf </rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/isPartOf"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">isPartOf</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Relation IsPartOf (QDC),dc.relation.journal, or 
dc.relation.ispartofseries</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/reference"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">reference</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Relation IsReferencedBy (QDC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherFormat"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">other format</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Relation HasFormat, or 
IsFormatOf(QDC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/constituent"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">constituent</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Relation HasPart (QDC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherVersion"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">other version</rdfs:label> 




        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/replacement"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">replacement</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes preceding, succeeding, or 
dc.relation.isreplacedby</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/requirement"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">requirement</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Relation Requires (QDC)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
     
 <!-- rights -->    
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">rights</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">Information about rights held in and over the resource 
(DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes license</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/access"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/holder"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/access"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">access</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes Rights AccessRights (QDC), or 
dc.identifier.mitlicense</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/holder"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">holder</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes copyright, Rights RightsHolder(QDC), or 
dc.description.statementofresponsibility</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
     
<!-- subject --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">subject</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A term or phrase representing the primary topic(s) on which a 
work is focused (MODS). The topic of the resource (DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes Coverage(DC): The spatial or temporal topic of the 
resource, the spatial applicability of the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant 
(DC).</dc:description> 




        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/classification"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/rvm"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CTSubject</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CTSubject is a set of authorities for subject headings and 
classifications: 
            - authority=”lcsh”, "lcshac","mesh", ”csh", ”nal", ”rvm”, ”lcc”, "ddc", ”iso3166”; 
            for ”classification”  
            - authority=”udc”, ”nlm”, ”sudocs”, ”candocs”, ”tgn”, and ”other”. 
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/rvm"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs"/> 




                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/subjectOther"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubjec/lcsh"> 
        <rdfs:label>lcsh</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Library of Congress Subject Headings</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubjec/lcshac"> 
        <rdfs:label>lcshac</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Lcshac : Library of Congress AC subject headings</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"> 
        <rdfs:label>mesh</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is the NLM controlled vocabulary thesaurus used 
for indexing articles for PubMed (MeSH).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"> 
        <rdfs:label>csh</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Canadian Subject Headings (CSH) is a list of subject headings in the English 
language, using controlled vocabulary,  
            to access and express the subject content of documents on Canada and Canadian topics 
(CSH).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/services/canadian-subject-
headings/Pages/canadian-subject-headings.aspx"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal"> 
        <rdfs:label>nal</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>National Agricultural Library subject category codes</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://agricola.nal.usda.gov/help/categorycodes.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/rvm"> 
        <rdfs:label>rvm</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>RVM is a partially bilingual encyclopedic thesaurus whose terms are classified 
according to a specific syntax(RVM).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://rvmweb.bibl.ulaval.ca/en/a-propos"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc"> 
        <rdfs:label>lcc</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Library of Congress Classification Outline</rdfs:comment> 
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        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/lcco/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc"> 
        <rdfs:label>ddc</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Dewey Decimal Classification</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries.en.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"> 
        <rdfs:label>iso3166</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>Country Codes - ISO 3166</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes.htm"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
         
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">spatial</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">includes coverage and spatial(DC), coordinates, projection, scale, 
geographic information, publishing country code</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">temporal</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">"temporal" is used for chronological subject terms or temporal 
coverage</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/classification"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">classification</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A designation applied to a resource that indicates the subject by 
applying a formal system of coding and organizing resources according to subject areas 
(MODS).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/candocs"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/subjectOther"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc"> 
        <rdfs:label>udc</rdfs:label> 
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        <rdfs:comment>Universal Decimal Classification is one of the most widely used classification 
schemes for all fields of knowledge(UDC consortium)</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.udcc.org/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm"> 
        <rdfs:label>nlm</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>National Library of Medicine classification.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="https://www.nlm.nih.gov/class/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs"> 
        <rdfs:label>sudocs</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>The Superintendent of Documents Classification System</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.archives.gov/research/alic/reference/admin-
history/classification-system.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/candocs"> 
        <rdfs:label>candocs</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn"> 
        <rdfs:label>tgn</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>The Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabulary/tgn/"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/subjectOther"> 
        <rdfs:label>other</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>other Classification systems</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
     
<!-- title --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">title</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A name given to the resource (DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US"> A word, phrase, character, or group of characters, normally 
appearing in a resource, that names it or the work contained in it (MODS).</dc:description>         
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/abbreviated"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/uniform"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/key"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/translated"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/alternative"/>  
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/subtitle"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/abbreviated"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">abbreviated</rdfs:label> 
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        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">an abbreviated name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/uniform"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">uniform</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">an uniform name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/key"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">key</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">an key name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/translated"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">translated</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a translated name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/alternative"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">alternative</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">an alternative name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/subtitle"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">subtitle</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">a subtitle name given to the resource.</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
 
<!-- typeGenre --> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">typeGenre</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A term that specifies the characteristics and general type of 
content of the resource (MODS). The nature of the resource (DC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">includes genre-A term(s) that designates a category characterizing 
a particular style, form, or content,  
            such as artistic, musical, literary composition, etc. The genre of the resource</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre/genre"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">CT TypeGenre</rdfs:label> 
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        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">CT uses MARC and MODS type of Resource values, and DCMItype 
vocabulary (if DCMI uses different type values with typeOfResouce of MODS and MARC). 
            It is much generalized and combined than DCMI to accept all values of MARC, MODS, and DC. 
            That is, CTTypeGenre is a set of authority attributes: 
            - authority=”LCMARCtype” for MARC and MODS values of typeOfResource, and 
            - authority=”DCMItype” for DCMItype vocabulary  
            - authority=”LCMARCgenre,” which is list of MARC Genre terms. 
        </rdfs:comment> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCtype"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/DCMItype"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre"/
> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/DCMItype"> 
        <rdfs:label>DCMI type</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>DCMI Type Vocabulary</rdfs:comment> 
        <dc:description xml:lang="en-US">The DCMI Type Vocabulary provides a general, cross-domain list 
of approved terms that may be used as values for the Type element to identify the genre of a resource 
(DCMI).</dc:description> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/>  
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-type-vocabulary/"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCtype"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC type</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Code List for Content Types (LC).</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/marccontent.html"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/> 
    </rdfs:Class> 
    <rdf:Property rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre/genre"> 
        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en-US">genre</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en-US">A term(s) that designates a category characterizing a particular 
style, form, or content, such as artistic, musical, literary composition, etc. The genre of the resource. 
</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre"/> 
        <rdfs:isDefinedBy 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CommonTerminology.pdf"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre"/
> 
    </rdf:Property> 
    <rdfs:Class 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre"> 
        <rdfs:label>LC MARC genre</rdfs:label> 
        <rdfs:comment>MARC Genre Term List</rdfs:comment> 
        <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://www.loc.gov/standards/valuelist/marcgt.html"/> 
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        <rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme"/> 
        <skos:broader 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/>  
    </rdfs:Class> 
</rdf:RDF> 
C.3. ctskos.rdf – CT SKOS concepts 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-- SKOS concept for Common Terminology 1.1. by Boaz Sunyoung Jin and  
     suppervised by Professor Dubin and supported by Dean Smith at Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--> 
<rdf:RDF  
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
    xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#" 
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"  
    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
    xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 
    xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 
    xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"> 
     
    <!-- Scheme: Common Terminology 1.1 --> 
    <skos:ConceptScheme rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1" xml:lang="en"> 
        <dc:title>Common Terminology 1.1</dc:title> 
        <dc:description>Common Terminology 1.1 is common terms of MARC, MODS, DC and QDC.  
            It is to achieve and improve metadata interoperability among different schemas that have some 
different degree of generality or specificity.</dc:description> 
        <dc:rights>Free to all.</dc:rights> 
        <dcterms:issued>2014-05-26</dcterms:issued> 
        <dcterms:modified>2014-05-26</dcterms:modified> 
        <skos:prefLabel>Common Terminology</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>Common Terminology(CT)</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>CT</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>ct</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:altLabel>ct1.1</skos:altLabel> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/language"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title"/> 
        <skos:hasTopConcept rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre"/> 
    </skos:ConceptScheme> 
     
    <!-- Concept: contributor --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">contributor</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">The name of a person, organization, or event (conference, meeting, 
etc.) associated in some way with the resource (MODS).  
                An entity responsible for making contributions to the resource (Contributor of DC). 
                An entity primarily responsible for making the resource (creator of DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role"/> 
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        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">role</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Define a role of contributor. The role is defined in CTRelator in 
CTScheme.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
        <skos:narrower>author</skos:narrower> 
        <skos:narrower>creator</skos:narrower> 
        <skos:narrower>other</skos:narrower> 
        <skos:narrower>orderedauthors</skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role/author" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">author</skos:prefLabel>  
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role/creator" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">creator</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role/other" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">other</skos:prefLabel>  
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/role/orderedauthors" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">ordered authors</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">name</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a name of contributor.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/personal"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/corporate"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/meeting"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/personal" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">personal name</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a personal name of contributor.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/corporate" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">corporate name</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a corporate name of contributor.</skos:definition> 
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    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/contributor/name/meeting" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">meeting name</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a meeting name of contributor.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
             
    <!-- Concept: date --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A point or period of time associated with an event in the lifecycle of 
the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/issued"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/copyright"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/available"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/modified"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/dateOther"/>         
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/issued" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">issued date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe an issued date of the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/copyright" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">copyright date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a copyright date of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/available" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">available date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe an available date of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/modified" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">modified date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe a modified date of the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/date/dateOther" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Other date</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe an other date about the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!-- Concept: description --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
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        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">description</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">An account of the resource (DC). A term that designates how the 
resource is issued (MODS).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/recordinfo"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/issuance"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/authentication"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/edition"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/frequency"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/thesis"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/bibliography"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/tableOfContents"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/abstract"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/audience"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/provenance"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/action"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/descriptionOther"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/recordinfo" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">recordinfo</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe record information of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/issuance" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">issuance</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">a term that designates how the resource is issued 
(MODS).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/authentication" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">authentication</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe authentication information of the described resource based 
on MARC Authentication Action Code List.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCauthent
ication"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/edition" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">edition</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe edition information of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 




        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">frequency</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A statement of publication frequency in a textual form (MODS). 
Describe frequency information of the described resource.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfreque
ncy"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/thesis" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">thesis</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe thesis.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/bibliography" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">bibliography</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe bibliography information of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/tableOfContents" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">table of contents</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe table of contents of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/abstract" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">abstract</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe abstract of the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/audience" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">audience</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe audience information of the described resource based on 
MARC Target Audience Term List.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget"/
> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/provenance" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">provenance</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe provenance of the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/action" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">action</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe action (preservation) information of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
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    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/description/descriptionOther" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">descriptionOther</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe other information of the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
             
    <!-- Concept: format --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">format</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A designation of a particular physical presentation of a resource 
(form definition of MODS).  
            The file format, physical medium, or dimensions of the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/extent"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/medium"/> 
        <skos:related rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/extent" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">extent</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">a statement of the number and specific material of the units of the 
resource that express physical extent (MODS).  
            The size or duration of the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/format/medium" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">medium</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">”medium” uses internet media type (IMT) in Vocabulary Encoding 
Schemes (DC), where IMT is the set of media types specified by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 
in http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types.)</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
             
    <!-- Concept: identifier --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">identifier</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">An unambiguous reference to the resource within a given context 
(DCMI). It includes "location" concept that identifies the institution or repository holding the resource, or a 
remote location in the form of a URL where it is available (MODS). </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/source"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/collection"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/controlNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/lccn"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/nationalBibliographyNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issn"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/ismn"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issueNumber"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
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rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/identifierOther"/>         
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/source" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">source</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A related resource from which the described resource is derived 
(DCMI, Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1).  
            It identifies also where the described resource comes from (e.g., Harvard, MIT, UIUC, or 
OCLC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/collection" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">collection</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe identifier of collection.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/uri" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">uri</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe identifier uri (url).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/doi"/> 
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/hdl"/>  
                <skos:member rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/isbn"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/doi" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">doi</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe identifier of doi.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/hdl" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">hdl</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe identifier of hdl.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/isbn" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">isbn</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe isbn.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/controlNumber" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">control number</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe control number.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 




        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">lccn</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe identifier of lccn.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/nationalBibliographyNumber" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">national bibliography number</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe national bibliography number.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issn" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">issn</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe issn.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/ismn" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">ismn</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe ismn.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/issueNumber" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">issue number</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe issue number.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/identifier/identifierOther" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">identifierOther</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe other identifier.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
         
    <!-- Concept: language --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/language" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">language</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A designation of the language in which the content of a resource is 
expressed. A language of the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/>         
    </skos:Concept> 
         
    <!-- Concept: publisher --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">publisher</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">The name of the entity that published, printed, distributed, released, 
issued, or produced the resource (MODS).  
            An entity responsible for making the resource available (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/publisher/place"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 




        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">place</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Name of a place associated with the issuing, publication, release, 
distribution, manufacture, production, or origin of a resource (MODS).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
         
    <!-- Concept: relation --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">relation</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Information that identifies other resources related to the one being 
described (MODS). 
            A related resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/original"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/isPartOf"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/reference"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherFormat"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/constituent"/> 
        <skos:narrower 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherVersion"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/replacement"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/requirement"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/original" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">original</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe original information related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/isPartOf" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">isPartOf</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe isPartOf related to the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/reference" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">reference</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe reference related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherFormat" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">other format</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe other format related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/constituent" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">constituent</skos:prefLabel> 
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        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe constituent related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/otherVersion" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">other version</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe other version related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/replacement" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">replacement</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe replacement related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/relation/requirement" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">requirement</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe requirement related to the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!-- Concept: rights --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rights</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Information about rights held in and over the 
resource.</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/access"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/holder"/>         
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/access" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">access</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe access rights or license about the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/rights/holder" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">holder</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe rights or copyright holder about the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!-- Concept: subject --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">subject</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A term or phrase representing the primary topic(s) on which a work is 
focused (MODS).  
            The topic of the resource (DC). It includes coverage concept that is the spatial or temporal topic of 
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the resource, the spatial applicability of the resource, or the jurisdiction under which the resource is 
relevant (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/classification"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/rvm"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/spatial" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">spatial</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe spatial information about the described 
resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/temporal" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">temporal</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe temporal information for chronological subject terms or 
temporal coverage about the described resource.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/subject/classification" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">classification</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe classification information about the described resource. 
            A designation applied to a resource that indicates the subject by applying a formal system of coding 
and organizing resources according to subject areas (MODS).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/candocs"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/subjectOther"/>  
    </skos:Concept> 
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    <!-- Concept: title --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">title</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A word, phrase, character, or group of characters, normally appearing 
in a resource, that names it or the work contained in it (MODS).  
            A name given to the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/abbreviated"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/uniform"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/key"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/translated"/> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/alternative"/>  
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/subtitle"/>  
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/abbreviated" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">abbreviated</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe abbreviated title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/uniform" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">uniform</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe uniform title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/key" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">key</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe key title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/translated" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">translated</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe translated title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/alternative" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">alternative</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe alternative title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/title/subtitle" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">subtitle</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Describe subtitle title.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
         
    <!-- Concept: typeGenre --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:topConceptOf rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">typeGenre</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A term that specifies the characteristics and general type of content of 
the resource (MODS).  
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            The nature of the resource (DC).</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre/genre"/> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/>         
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/typeGenre/genre" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">genre</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A term(s) that designates a category characterizing a particular style, 
form, or content, such as artistic, musical, literary composition, etc. The genre of the resource. 
</skos:definition> 
        <skos:related 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre"/
> 
    </skos:Concept> 
         
    <!-- Concept: CTScheme --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTScheme</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">A CTScheme is an enumerated set of resources used as an authority, 
including Syntax Encoding Scheme of DCMI and Vocabulary Encoding Scheme. CTScheme includes 
CTTypeGenre, CTFormat, CTRelator,  CTLanguage, CTDescription, CTIdentifier, and CTSubject. 
</skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower>                 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!--CTDescription  --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTDescription</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTDescription is a set of authorities: 
            - LCMARCauthentication (LC, MARC Authentication Action Code List) 
            - LCMARCfrequency (LC, MARC Frequency of Issue Term List) 
            - LCMARCtarget (LC, MARC Target Audience Term List) 
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 





                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfreque
ncy"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget"/
> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCauthentica
tion" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC authentication</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">MARC Authentication Action Code List (LC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCfrequency
" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC frequency</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">MARC Frequency of Issue Term List (LC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTDescription/LCMARCtarget" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC target</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">MARC Target Audience Term List (LC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!--CTFormat --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTFormat</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTFormat is a set of authority attributes: 
            - authority=”LCMARCform” (LC, MARC Form of Item Term List) 
            - authority=”LCgmd” (LC) 
            - authority=”rfc2046” (NWG)             
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCMARCform"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCgmd"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/rfc2046"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCMARCform" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
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        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LCMARCform</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">MARC Form Category Term List (LC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/LCgmd" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LCgmd</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">General Material Designation (GMD).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTFormat/rfc2046" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rfc2046</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!--CTIdentifier --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTIdentifier</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTIdentifier is a set of sources where the described resource comes 
from: 
            mit, harvard, uiuc, oclc, DLC: Library of Congress, RLIN Research Libraries Group, VEN Vendor 
(Harvard).  
            It may include any organization, institution, or libraries that provide metadata records later.              
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Harvard"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/MIT"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/UIUC"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/OCLC"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/LibraryofCongress"
/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/ResearchLibrariesG
roup"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Vendor"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Harvard" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Harvard</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Harvard resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/MIT" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
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        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">MIT</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">MIT resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/UIUC" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">UIUC</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">UIUC resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/OCLC" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">OCLC</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">OCLC resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/LibraryofCongress" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Library of Congress</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">LibraryofCongress resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/ResearchLibrariesGrou
p" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Research Libraries Group</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Research Libraries Group resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTIdentifier/Vendor" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Vendor</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">Vendor resource</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!--CTLanguage --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTLanguage</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTLanguage is a set of authorities that are standard language codes 
for languages.  
            It includes: 
            - iso639-2, http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/ (LC) 
            - iso639-3, http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp (SIL) 
            - rfc1766 (NWG, rfc1766, 1995)  
            - rfc3066 (NWG, rfc3066, 2001) 
            - rfc4646 (NWG, rfc4646, 2006). 
            - MARCCodeListforLanguages: http://www.loc.gov/marc/languages/language_code.html  (LC, 
MARCCodeListforLanguages Part 2: Code Sequence).            
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 




                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-3"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc1766"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc3066"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc4646"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/MARCCodeListfor
Languages"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-2" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">iso639-2</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Codes for the representation of names of languages</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/iso639-3" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">iso639-3</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>>ISO 639-3 attempts to provide as complete an enumeration of languages as possible,  
            including living, extinct, ancient, and constructed languages, whether major or minor, written or 
unwritten</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc1766" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rfc1766</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Tags for the Identification of Languages</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc3066" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rfc3066</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Tags for Identification of Languages</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/rfc4646" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rfc4646</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Tags for Identifying Languages</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTLanguage/MARCCodeListforLa
nguages" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">MARC Code List for Languages</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
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    <!--CTRelator --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTRelator</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTRelator is a set of authority attributes for CT contributor and 
relation to define a role of contributor and relator:  
            - authority=”LCMARCrelators” which is lists for MARC and MODS relator values. 
            - authority=”Unknown” for QDC-MIT 
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/LCMARCrelators"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/Unknown"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/LCMARCrelators" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC relators</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTRelator/Unknown" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Unknown</skos:prefLabel> 
    </skos:Concept> 
     
    <!--CTSubject --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CTSubject</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CTSubject is a set of authorities for subject headings and 
classifications: 
            - authority=”lcsh”, "lcshac","mesh", ”csh", ”nal", ”rvm”, ”lcc”, "ddc", ”iso3166”; 
            for ”classification”  
            - authority=”udc”, ”nlm”, ”sudocs”, ”candocs”, ”tgn”, and ”other”. 
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal"/> 




                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/candocs"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/subjectOther"/> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcsh" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">lcsh</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Library of Congress Subject Headings</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcshac" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">lcshac</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Lcshac : Library of Congress AC subject headings</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/mesh" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">mesh</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is the NLM controlled vocabulary thesaurus used 
for indexing articles for PubMed (MeSH).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/csh" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">csh</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Canadian Subject Headings (CSH) is a list of subject headings in the English 
language, using controlled vocabulary,  
            to access and express the subject content of documents on Canada and Canadian topics 
(CSH).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nal" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">nal</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>National Agricultural Library subject category codes</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/rvm" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
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        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">rvm</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>RVM is a partially bilingual encyclopedic thesaurus whose terms are classified 
according to a specific syntax(RVM).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/lcc" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">lcc</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Library of Congress Classification Outline</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/ddc" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">ddc</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Dewey Decimal Classification</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/iso3166" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">iso3166</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Country Codes - ISO 3166</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/udc" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">udc</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Universal Decimal Classification is one of the most widely used classification 
schemes for all fields of knowledge(UDC consortium)</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/nlm" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">nlm</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>National Library of Medicine classification.</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/sudocs" xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">sudocs</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>The Superintendent of Documents Classification System</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/candocs" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">candocs</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>Library of Congress Subject Headings</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTSubject/tgn" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">tgn</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>The Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 





        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">other subject authority</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>other Classification systems</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept>   
        
    <!--CTTypeGenre --> 
    <skos:Concept rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">CT TypeGenre</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition xml:lang="en">CT uses MARC and MODS type of Resource values, and DCMItype 
vocabulary (if DCMI uses different type values with typeOfResouce of MODS and MARC). 
            It is much generalized and combined than DCMI to accept all values of MARC, MODS, and DC. 
            That is, CTTypeGenre is a set of authority attributes: 
            - authority=”LCMARCtype” for MARC and MODS values of typeOfResource, and 
            - authority=”DCMItype” for DCMItype vocabulary  
            - authority=”LCMARCgenre,” which is list of MARC Genre terms. 
        </skos:definition> 
        <skos:narrower> 
            <skos:Collection> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCtype"/> 
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/DCMItype"/>  
                <skos:member 
rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre"/
> 
            </skos:Collection> 
        </skos:narrower> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCtype" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC type</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>MARC Code List for Content Types (LC).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/DCMItype" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">DCMI type</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>DCMItype Vocabulary:The DCMItype Vocabulary provides a general, cross-domain 
list of approved terms that may be used as values for the Type element to identify the genre of a resource 
(DCMI).</skos:definition> 
    </skos:Concept> 
    <skos:Concept 
rdf:about="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/CTScheme/CTTypeGenre/LCMARCgenre" 
xml:lang="en"> 
        <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1"/> 
        <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">LC MARC genre</skos:prefLabel> 
        <skos:definition>MARC Genre Term List</skos:definition> 








D.1. MIT (QDC) to CT Crosswalk 
 
Element names/MIT QDC UsageDic[key] Percentage CT in XML 
 
1170 5.770654 ignored, because it is blank element name. 
collection 18215 89.8397 identifier type="collection" 
datestamp 2043 10.07645 date type="other" 
dc.audience.educationlevel[] 61 0.300863 description type="audience" 
dc.contributor.advisor[en_US] 2916 14.38224 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.approver 4993 24.62639 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.approver[] 2114 10.42663 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.approver[en_US] 125 0.616523 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.author 6931 34.18496 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.author[] 2366 11.66954 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.author[en] 63 0.310727 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.author[en_US] 5225 25.77065 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.department[] 90 0.443896 contributor name="corporate" 
dc.contributor.department[en] 1152 5.681874 contributor name="corporate" 
dc.contributor.department[en_US] 10720 52.873 contributor name="corporate" 
dc.contributor.mitauthor 6585 32.47842 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.mitauthor[] 2362 11.64982 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.mitauthor[en_US] 125 0.616523 contributor role="author" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.other[] 4 0.019729 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.other[en-US] 1 0.004932 contributor role="other" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc.contributor.other[en_US] 2586 12.75462 contributor role="other" authority="LCM
dc.contributor[en_US] 923 4.552404 contributor 
dc.coverage.spatial[] 3 0.014797 subject type="spatial" 
dc.coverage.spatial[en_US] 839 4.138101 subject type="spatial" 
dc.date.accessioned 12868 63.46732 date type="available" 
dc.date.accessioned[] 2532 12.48829 date type="available" 
dc.date.accessioned[en_US] 14 0.069051 date type="available" 
dc.date.available 10034 49.48952 date type="available" 
dc.date.available[] 2439 12.02959 date type="available" 
dc.date.copyright[en_US] 2341 11.54624 date type="copyright" 
dc.date.created[en_US] 3 0.014797 date type="issued" 
dc.date.issued 6989 34.47102 date type="issued" 
dc.date.issued[] 2351 11.59556 date type="issued" 
dc.date.issued[en_US] 6087 30.02219 date type="issued" 
dc.date.submitted 5056 24.93711 date type="dateOther" 
dc.date.submitted[] 1718 8.47349 date type="dateOther" 
dc.date.submitted[en_US] 108 0.532676 date type="dateOther" 
dc.date.updated 196 0.966708 date type="modified" 
dc.date.updated[] 124 0.611591 date type="modified" 
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dc.date[] 62 0.305795 date 
dc.description.abstract[] 85 0.419236 description type="abstract" 
dc.description.abstract[en] 1428 7.043157 description type="abstract" 
dc.description.abstract[en_US] 8788 43.34402 description type="abstract" 
dc.description.degree[en_US] 2956 14.57953 description type="descriptionOther" 
dc.description.sponsorship[] 78 0.38471 description type="descriptionOther" 
dc.description.sponsorship[en] 725 3.575832 description type="descriptionOther" 
dc.description.sponsorship[en_US] 5717 28.19729 description type="descriptionOther" 
dc.description.statementofresponsibility[en_US] 3519 17.35635 rights type="holder" 
dc.description.tableofcontents[en_US] 1 0.004932 description type="tableOfContents" 
dc.description[] 90 0.443896 description 
dc.description[en] 70 0.345253 description 
dc.description[en_US] 5042 24.86806 description 
dc.eprint.version 279 1.376079 description type="edition" 
dc.eprint.version[] 195 0.961776 description type="edition" 
dc.eprint.version[en] 1005 4.956843 description type="edition" 
dc.eprint.version[en_US] 7662 37.79038 description type="edition" 
dc.format.extent 1629 8.034525 format type="extent" 
dc.format.extent[] 77 0.379778 format type="extent" 
dc.format.extent[en_US] 3880 19.13687 format type="extent" 
dc.format.mimetype 1629 8.034525 format type="medium" authority="rfc2046"
dc.format.mimetype[] 61 0.300863 format type="medium" authority="rfc2046"
dc.identifier.aleph[] 1 0.004932 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.aleph[en_US] 2141 10.5598 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.citation[] 95 0.468557 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.citation[en] 1158 5.711467 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.citation[en_US] 7806 38.50062 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.govdoc 65 0.320592 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.govdoc[en_US] 4 0.019729 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.isbn 1114 5.494451 identifier type="isbn" 
dc.identifier.isbn[] 481 2.37238 identifier type="isbn" 
dc.identifier.ismn 68 0.335388 identifier type="ismn" 
dc.identifier.ismn[] 65 0.320592 identifier type="ismn" 
dc.identifier.issn 5864 28.92232 identifier type="issn" 
dc.identifier.issn[] 1891 9.326757 identifier type="issn" 
dc.identifier.issn[en] 67 0.330456 identifier type="issn" 
dc.identifier.issn[en_US] 109 0.537608 identifier type="issn" 
dc.identifier.mitlicense[en] 1170 5.770654 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.mitlicense[en_US] 7849 38.7127 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.oclc[] 1 0.004932 identifier source="OCLC" 
dc.identifier.oclc[en_US] 5111 25.20838 identifier source="OCLC" 
dc.identifier.other 820 4.04439 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.other[] 356 1.755857 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.other[en_US] 825 4.069051 identifier type="identifierOther" 
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dc.identifier.pmid 248 1.223181 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.pmid[] 148 0.729963 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.pmid[en] 62 0.305795 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.pmid[en_US] 71 0.350185 identifier type="identifierOther" 
dc.identifier.uri 12881 63.53144 identifier type="uri" 
dc.identifier.uri[] 2533 12.49322 identifier type="uri" 
dc.identifier.uri[en_US] 40 0.197287 identifier type="uri" 
dc.identifier[en_US] 2157 10.63872 identifier source="MIT" 
dc.language.iso 262 1.292232 language authority ="iso639-2" 
dc.language.iso[] 8706 42.93958 language authority ="iso639-2" 
dc.language.iso[en] 47 0.231813 language authority ="iso639-2" 
dc.language.iso[en_US] 4043 19.94081 language authority ="iso639-2" 
dc.language.rfc3066 196 0.966708 language authority ="rfc3066" 
dc.language.rfc3066[] 124 0.611591 language authority ="rfc3066" 
dc.language[en_US] 2 0.009864 language 
dc.publisher[] 93 0.458693 publisher 
dc.publisher[en] 1153 5.686806 publisher 
dc.publisher[en_US] 13897 68.54254 publisher 
dc.relation.ispartofseries 306 1.509248 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.ispartofseries[] 5 0.024661 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.ispartofseries[en] 47 0.231813 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.ispartofseries[en_US] 3064 15.11221 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.isreplacedby[] 62 0.305795 relation type="replacement" 
dc.relation.isversionof[] 133 0.65598 relation type="original" 
dc.relation.isversionof[en] 1146 5.652281 relation type="original" 
dc.relation.isversionof[en_US] 7642 37.69174 relation type="original" 
dc.relation.journal[] 87 0.4291 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.journal[en] 1162 5.731196 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.journal[en_US] 7813 38.53514 relation type="isPartOf" 
dc.relation.requires[en_US] 5 0.024661 relation type="requirement" 
dc.relation.uri[] 62 0.305795 relation 
dc.relation[] 1 0.004932 relation 
dc.relation[en_US] 26 0.128237 relation 
dc.rights.holder 196 0.966708 rights type="holder" 
dc.rights.holder[] 124 0.611591 rights type="holder" 
dc.rights.uri 635 3.131936 rights 
dc.rights.uri[] 65 0.320592 rights 
dc.rights.uri[en] 269 1.326757 rights 
dc.rights.uri[en_US] 5688 28.05425 rights 
dc.rights[en] 1181 5.824908 rights 
dc.rights[en_US] 10763 53.08508 rights 
dc.source[en] 1169 5.765721 relation type="original" 
dc.source[en_US] 7797 38.45623 relation type="original" 
dc.subject.lcc[en_US] 910 4.488286 subject authority="lcc" 
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dc.subject.lcsh[en_US] 414 2.041924 subject authority="lcsh" 
dc.subject[en] 436 2.150432 subject 
dc.subject[en_US] 4108 20.26141 subject 
dc.title.alternative[] 63 0.310727 title type="alternative" 
dc.title.alternative[e] 1 0.004932 title type="alternative" 
dc.title.alternative[en] 159 0.784217 title type="alternative" 
dc.title.alternative[en_US] 870 4.290999 title type="alternative" 
dc.title[] 62 0.305795 title 
dc.title[en] 1430 7.053021 title 
dc.title[en_US] 13967 68.88779 title 
dc.type.uri[en] 1170 5.770654 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dc.type.uri[en_US] 7849 38.7127 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dc.type[] 63 0.310727 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dc.type[en] 217 1.070284 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dc.type[en_US] 13042 64.32552 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dc:contributor 6 0.029593 contributor 
dc:creator 2048 10.10111 contributor role="creator" authority="LCMARCRelators"
dc:date 1230 6.066584 date 
dc:description 1692 8.345253 description 
dc:format 4 0.019729 format 
dc:identifier 4063 20.03946 identifier source="MIT" 
dc:language 432 2.130703 language 
dc:publisher 414 2.041924 publisher 
dc:rights 1310 6.461159 rights 
dc:subject 10948 53.99753 subject 
dc:title 2044 10.08138 title 
dc:type 2042 10.07152 typeGenre authority="DCMItype" 
dcterms:abstract 200 0.986436 description type="abstract" 
dcterms:alternative 767 3.782984 title type="alternative" 
dcterms:available 2043 10.07645 date type="available" 
dcterms:created 2 0.009864 date type="issued" 
dcterms:dateAccepted 2043 10.07645 date type="available" 
dcterms:extent 830 4.093711 format type="extent" 
dcterms:isPartOf 1247 6.150432 relation type="isPartOf" 
dcterms:issued 1734 8.552404 date type="issued" 
dcterms:medium 1524 7.516646 format type="medium" 
dcterms:spatial 687 3.388409 subject type="spatial" 
dcterms:temporal 655 3.23058 subject type="temporal" 
dspace.orderedauthors[] 491 2.421702 contributor role="orderedauthors" authority="Unknown"
dspace.orderedauthors[en] 8162 40.25647 contributor role="orderedauthors" authority="Unknown"
dspace.orderedauthors[en_US] 302 1.489519 contributor role="orderedauthors" authority="Unknown"
eprint.grantNumber[en] 227 1.119605 ignore 
eprint.grantNumber[en_US] 62 0.305795 ignore 
eprint.status[en] 1139 5.617756 description type="descriptionOther" 
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eprint.status[en_US] 6438 31.75339 description type="descriptionOther" 
id 18227 89.89889 identifier source="MIT" 
identifier 2043 10.07645 identifier source="MIT" 
setSpec 2043 10.07645 identifier type="collection" 
 
D.2. The Designed Conversion Python Program and the Result 
measuring Transfer, Lexical Match and Semantic Match Rates 
#This program converts MIT QDC metadata records into the developed Common Terminology 
#using the developed XML schema.  
#developed by (Boaz) Sunyoung Jin, supervised by Professor Dave Dubin, and supported by Dean Smith 
#It is modified to measure semantic match rates in July 2014 from the version of March, 2014 
import csv 
import string 




    filename="MITQDCtoCTcrosswalkV.csv" #set up each file name of MIT files 
    fhandle=open(filename,"rb")#open each file 
    fcontent=csv.reader(fhandle)#read each file 
       
    nrow=0 
    for row in fcontent: 
        if nrow<3: 
            nrow+=1 
            continue 
        elif "ignore" in row[3]: 
            nrow+=1 
            continue 
        else: 
            key=row[0] 
            elementDic[key]=row[3] 
            nrow+=1 
            #print key, elementDic[key] 
    return elementDic 
 
def MITQDCtoCTconversion(elementDic): 
    MITrecordDic={} 
    tmatch=0 
    notmatch=0 
    pmatch=0 
    hpmatch=0 
    nopmatch=0 
    smatch=0 
    hsmatch=0 
    nosmatch=0 
    totalMITrecords=0 #count how many records MIT has 
    for iden in range(1,29):#repeat reading and making a dictionary for MIT 28 files 
        if iden<10: 
            iden="0"+str(iden) 
        filename="MIT"+str(iden)+".xml" #set up each file name of MIT files 
        fhandle=open(filename,'r')#open each file 
        fcontent=fhandle.read()#read each file 
        fhandle.close()#close the file 
        records=fcontent.split('<record>') #find records 
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        totalMITrecords=totalMITrecords+(len(records)-1)#accumulate total number of records of each file 
        print 
        print 'filename:', filename, len(records)-1,'totalMITrecords:', totalMITrecords 
        print 
        filename2="CTMIT"+str(iden)+".xml"#set up output file name 
        fhandle2=open(filename2,'w')#open the output file 
        value='<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='<!--filename:'+ str(filename)+'  records:'+str(len(records)-1)+'  
totalMITrecords:'+str(totalMITrecords)+'-->\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='<CT xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='\txsi:schemaLocation="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/ 
http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/ct.xsd"\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='\txmlns="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/">\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        fhandle2.write('\n') 
         
        for i in range(1, len(records)):#repeat for each record of MIT QDC records 
            MITrecordDic={} 
            elements=records[i].split('</')#split by '</' to retrieve element name and value 
            #print 'elements:', elements 
            for j in range(len(elements)): 
                presentelements=elements[j].split('>') 
                #print 'presentelements:', presentelements 
                present=len(presentelements)-1 
                #print 'present:', present 
                if present==1: 
                    continue 
                content=presentelements[present]#retrieve value 
                for skey in specialkeys: 
                    if skey in content:#replace special characters to validate in xml file based on CT schema 
                        content=content.replace(skey, specialDic[skey]) 
                #print 'content:', content 
                elementsname=elements[j+1].split('>')[0]#retrieve element name in closing tag, because starting 
tag has many urls. 
                #print 'elementsname:', elementsname 
                if elementsname in elementDic:#if the elementsname is in elementDic. 
                    CT=elementDic[elementsname] 
                    key=CT 
                    #CT=CT.lower() 
                    pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch, 
nosmatch=LexicalSemanticMatch(elementsname,CT,pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch, smatch, 
hsmatch,nosmatch) 
                    ##call the function that measures lexical and semantic match rates 
                    ##This part generates dictionary and investigates transfer rate. 
                    if key in MITrecordDic: 
                        if content!=MITrecordDic[key]: 
                            MITrecordDic[key]=content 
                            keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                            #print key, CTMITDic[key] 
                            element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                            fhandle2.write(element) 
                            tmatch+=1#measuring transferred elements 
                    else: 
                        MITrecordDic[key]=content 
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                        #print '5',MITrecordDic[key] 
                        keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                        element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                        #print element 
                        fhandle2.write(element) 
                        tmatch+=1 
                else:#if the elementsname is not in elementDic. 
                    notmatch+=1##measuring none transferred elements 
                    if elementsname!="resumptionToken": 
                        print 'notmatch', elementsname 
                     
            fhandle2.write('\n') 
        value='</CT>' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        fhandle2.close() 
    return tmatch, notmatch, totalMITrecords, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch 
 
def LexicalSemanticMatch(elementsname,CT,pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch, smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch): 
    ##This part investigates lexical match rates. 
    count=0 
    semanticCheck=0 
    halflexical=['datestamp','dateAccepted'] 
    perfectlexical=['uri','ispartofseries','isreplacedby','requires', 'isPartOf'] 
    semanticDic={'audience.educationlevel': 'description type="audience"', 
'contributor.department':'contributor name="corporate"', 'dcterms:created':'date type="issued"', \ 
                 'contributor.mitauthor':'contributor role="author" 
authority="LCMARCRelators"','coverage.spatial':'subject type="spatial"',\ 
                 'date.accessioned':'date type="available"','date.created':'date type="issued"','date.updated':'date 
type="modified"',\ 
                 'description.statementofresponsibility':'rights type="holder"','eprint.version':'description 
type="edition"',\ 
                 'format.mimetype':'format type="medium" authority="rfc2046"','relation.ispartofseries':'relation 
type="isPartOf"',\ 
                 'relation.isreplacedby':'relation type="replacement"','relation.isversionof':'relation 
type="original"','relation.journal':'relation type="isPartOf"',\ 
                 'relation.requires':'relation type="requirement"','source':'relation type="original"','datestamp':'date 
type="other"',\ 
                 'dateAccepted':'date type="available"','isPartOf':'relation type="isPartOf"', 'setSpec':'identifier 
type="collection"'} 
         
    if '[' in elementsname: 
        elementsname=elementsname.split('[')[0] 
    if '.' in elementsname or ':' in elementsname: 
        if '.' in elementsname: 
            con='.' 
        else: 
            con=':' 
        names=elementsname.split(con) 
        length=len(names)        
        if 'dc' in names[0] or 'dcterms' in names[0]: 
            start=1 
        else: 
            start=0 
        for k in range(start, len(names)): 
            if names[k] in perfectlexical and names[k] in semanticDic.keys(): 
                pmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                if names[k] != "isPartOf": 
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                    print 'pmatch and smatch 1', elementsname, CT, pmatch, smatch 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in perfectlexical: 
                pmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                #print 'pmatch1 and smatch1', elementsname, CT, pmatch, smatch 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in halflexical and names[k] in semanticDic.keys(): 
                hpmatch+=1 
                smatch+=1 
                if names[k] != "dateAccepted": 
                    print 'hmatch2 and smatch2', elementsname, CT, hpmatch, smatch 
                return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch, nosmatch 
            elif names[k] in CT or names[k] in CT.lower(): 
                count+=1 
                 
        if count==length-1: 
            pmatch+=1 
            smatch+=1 
            #print 'pmatch3 and smatch3', elementsname, CT,pmatch, smatch 
        elif length>2 and count==length-2: 
            hpmatch+=1 
            if 'contributor.department' not in elementsname and 'date.accessioned' not in elementsname and\ 
               'coverage.spatial' not in elementsname and 'advisor' not in elementsname and 'degree' not in 
elementsname and\ 
               'mimetype' not in elementsname and 'created' not in elementsname and 'sponsorship' not in 
elementsname\ 
                and 'audience' not in elementsname and 'approver' not in elementsname and 'mitauthor' not in 
elementsname\ 
                and 'submitted' not in elementsname and 'updated' not in elementsname and 'citation' not in 
elementsname\ 
                and 'govdoc' not in elementsname and 'mitlicense' not in elementsname and 'pmid' not in 
elementsname\ 
                and 'isversionof' not in elementsname and 'journal' not in elementsname: 
                print 'hpmatch ', elementsname, CT, 'hpmatch=', hpmatch 
            smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch) 
        else: 
            nopmatch+=1 
            if 'description.statementofresponsibility' not in elementsname and 'version' not in elementsname and 
\ 
               'source' not in elementsname : 
                print 'nopmatch', elementsname, CT, 'nopmatch=', nopmatch 
            smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch) 
                 
    elif elementsname in CT: 
        pmatch+=1 
        smatch+=1 
        if elementsname!='identifier' and elementsname!='id' and elementsname!='collection' : 
            print 'pmatch and smatch4', elementsname, CT,pmatch, smatch 
    elif elementsname in halflexical: 
        hpmatch+=1 
        smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch,hsmatch, nosmatch) 
        if elementsname!= 'datestamp': 
            print 'hpmatch and smatch 4', elementsname, CT, 'hpmatch=', hpmatch, 'smatch=',smatch, 
'nosmatch=', nosmatch 
    else: 
        nopmatch+=1 
        smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch=semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch) 
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        if elementsname !='setSpec': 
            print 'nopmatch and smatch 4', elementsname, CT, 'nopmatch=', nopmatch, 'smatch=',smatch, 
'nosmatch=', nosmatch 
                     
    return pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch,nosmatch 
 
def semanticMatch (elementsname, CT, smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch): 
    semanticDic2={'dc.audience.educationlevel': 'description type="audience"', 
'dc.contributor.department':'contributor name="corporate"', 'dcterms:created':'date type="issued"',\ 
                 'dc.contributor.mitauthor':'contributor role="author" 
authority="LCMARCRelators"','dc.coverage.spatial':'subject type="spatial"',\ 
                 'dc.date.accessioned':'date type="available"','dc.date.created':'date 
type="issued"','dc.date.updated':'date type="modified"',\ 
                 'dc.description.statementofresponsibility':'rights type="holder"','dc.eprint.version':'description 
type="edition"',\ 
                 'dc.format.mimetype':'format type="medium" 
authority="rfc2046"','dc.relation.ispartofseries':'relation type="isPartOf"',\ 
                 'dc.relation.isreplacedby':'relation type="replacement"','dc.relation.isversionof':'relation 
type="original"','dc.relation.journal':'relation type="isPartOf"',\ 
                 'dc.relation.requires':'relation type="requirement"','dc.source':'relation 
type="original"','datestamp':'date type="other"',\ 
                 'dcterms:dateAccepted':'date type="available"','dcterms:isPartOf':'relation type="isPartOf"', 
'setSpec':'identifier type="collection"'} 
     
    if elementsname in semanticDic2.keys(): 
        smatch+=1 
        if elementsname!= 'datestamp' and elementsname!='setSpec' and 'department' not in elementsname and 
'spatial' not in elementsname\ 
           and 'accessioned' not in elementsname and 'statementofresponsibility' not in elementsname and 
'mimetype' not in elementsname\ 
           and 'created' not in elementsname and 'audience' not in elementsname and 'mitauthor' not in 
elementsname and 'updated' not in elementsname\ 
           and 'version' not in elementsname and 'journal' not in elementsname and 'source' not in 
elementsname: 
            print 'smatch=',smatch, elementsname 
        return smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch 
    element=elementsname.split('dc')[1] 
    element=element.split('.') 
    for i in range (len(element)): 
        if element[i] in CT: 
            hsmatch+=1 
            if 'advisor' not in elementsname and 'degree' not in elementsname and 'sponsorship' not in 
elementsname and 'approver' not in elementsname\ 
                and 'submitted' not in elementsname and 'citation' not in elementsname and 'govdoc'not in 
elementsname and 'mitlicense' not in elementsname\ 
                and 'pmid' not in elementsname: 
                print 'hsmatch=',hsmatch, elementsname, CT 
            return smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch 
                 
    nosmatch+=1         
    print 'nosmatch=',nosmatch, elementsname 
    return smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch 
 
 
def MITQDCcsvtoCTconversion(tmatch, notmatch, total, elementDic, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, 
hsmatch, nosmatch): 
    for iden in range(29,32): 
        print tmatch, notmatch, total 
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        filename="MIT"+str(iden)+".csv" #set up each file name of MIT files 
        fhandle=open(filename,"rb")#open each file 
        fcontent=csv.reader(fhandle)#read each file 
        print filename 
        filename2="CTMIT"+str(iden)+".xml"#set up output file name 
        fhandle2=open(filename2,'w')#open the output file 
        value='<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='<!--filename:'+ str(filename)+'-->\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='<CT xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='\txsi:schemaLocation="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/ 
http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/ct.xsd"\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        value='\txmlns="http://courseweb.lis.illinois.edu/~sunjin/CT/1.1/">\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        fhandle2.write('\n') 
        record=0 
        nrow=0 
        for row in fcontent: 
            if nrow==0: 
                elements=row 
                nrow+=1 
                #print elements 
            else: 
                MITrecordDic={} 
                ncol=0 
                record+=1 
                 
                for col in row: 
                    elementsname=elements[ncol] 
                    if col!='' and elementsname!='' and  elementsname in elementDic: 
                        CT=elementDic[elementsname] 
                        key=CT 
                        #elementsname=elementsname.lower() 
                        #CT=CT.lower() 
                        pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch,hsmatch, 
nosmatch=LexicalSemanticMatch(elementsname,CT,pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch, smatch,hsmatch, 
nosmatch) 
                        ##This part generates dictionary and investigates transfer rate. 
                        for skey in specialkeys: 
                            if skey in col:#replace special characters to validate in xml file based on CT schema 
                                col=col.replace(skey, specialDic[skey]) 
                        if key in MITrecordDic: 
                            if col!=MITrecordDic[key]: 
                                MITrecordDic[key]=col 
                                keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                                #print key, CTMITDic[key] 
                                element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                                fhandle2.write(element) 
                                tmatch+=1 
                        else: 
                            MITrecordDic[key]=col 
                            #print '5',MITrecordDic[key] 
                            keyelement=key.split(' ')[0] 
                            element='\t<'+str(key)+'>'+str(MITrecordDic[key])+'</'+str(keyelement)+'>'+'\n' 
                            #print element 
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                            fhandle2.write(element) 
                            tmatch+=1 
                        ncol+=1 
                    elif col!='' and col!=' 'and elementsname!='    ' and elementsname!=' 'and  elementsname!='' and 
elementsname not in elementDic: 
                        notmatch+=1 
                        ncol+=1 
                        if 'eprint.grantNumber' not in elementsname: 
                            print 'nopmatch', elementsname 
                     
                nrow+=1 
                fhandle2.write('\n') 
        value='</CT>' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        total=total+record 
        print '<!--filename:', filename,'  records:',record,'  totalMITrecords:',total,'-->\n' 
        value='<!--filename:'+ str(filename)+'  records:'+str(record)+'  totalMITrecords:'+str(total)+'-->\n' 
        fhandle2.write(value) 
        fhandle2.close() 
        fhandle.close()#close the file 
    return tmatch, notmatch, total, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch, smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch 
elementDic=makeDic() 
transfer, notransfer, total, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch, nosmatch= 
MITQDCtoCTconversion(elementDic) 
transfer, notransfer, total, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, hsmatch,nosmatch= 
MITQDCcsvtoCTconversion(transfer, notransfer, total, elementDic, pmatch, hpmatch, nopmatch,smatch, 
hsmatch, nosmatch) 
print "total records of MIT:", total 
totaltransfer=transfer+notransfer 
print "total transferred and non transferred ", totaltransfer 
print "transfer:", transfer,"transfer rate:", transfer/float(totaltransfer)*100 
print "notransfer:", notransfer,"notransfer rate:", notransfer/float(totaltransfer)*100 
 
totallexical=pmatch+hpmatch+nopmatch 
print "total lexical matched or not:", totallexical 
print "perpect match:", pmatch,"perpect match rate:", pmatch/float(totallexical)*100 
print "half match:", hpmatch, "half match rate:", hpmatch/float(totallexical)*100 
print "no match:", nopmatch,"no match rate:", nopmatch/float(totallexical)*100 
 
totalsemantic=smatch+hsmatch+nosmatch 
print "total semantic matched or not:", totalsemantic 
print "semantic match:", smatch,"semantic match rate:", smatch/float(totalsemantic)*100 
print "hsemantic match:", hsmatch,"semantic match rate:", hsmatch/float(totalsemantic)*100 
print "nosemantic match:", nosmatch,"nosemantic match rate:", nosmatch/float(totalsemantic)*100 
 
The Result of the Program 
total records of MIT: 20278 
total transferred and non transferred  410462 
transfer: 410443 transfer rate: 99.9953710697% 
notransfer: 19 notransfer rate: 0.00462893032729% 
total lexical matched or not: 423941 
perpect match: 229042 perpect match rate: 54.0268575108% 
half match: 189533 half match rate: 44.7074003222% 
no match: 5366 no match rate: 1.26574216695% 
total semantic matched or not: 423941 
semantic match: 363896 semantic match rate: 85.836472528% 
hsemantic match: 60045 semantic match rate: 14.163527472% 
nosemantic match: 0 nosemantic match rate: 0.0% 
